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1
IHTRODUCTIOH
General Gonslderatlona
The investigation of the structures and transformation
kinetics of uranium-rich phases in the uranium-rhenium system
was undertaken as part of a general program to increase the
knowledge concerning the alloying behavior of uranium.
Constituent Metals
Historical
In 1779f element 92 was discovered by the German chem
ist, Martin Klaproth, who gave it the name uranium^ to
commemorate the planet Uranus which had been discovered some
eight years earlier. In 181|.1, a French chemist, Eugene
Pellgot, showed Klaproth*s material to be T702 and later
succeeded in producing elemental uranium. Over a century
after Klaproth's discovery, in 1896, Antoine Becqueral dis
covered that radiation emanating from uranium salts would
darken photographic film. This discovery opened the door to
radioactive studies, and eventually, to the advent of atomic
energy*
During the long period from the discovery of uranium up
through the first third of the present century, uranium was
of minor commercial importance. With the discovery in 1939

^The material on which this historical outline of
uranium is based is taken from Holden (1).
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of the fission of the uraniua isotope 17-235 and the eventual
development in December 1942 of a successful, controlled,
chain-reacting pile for uranium fission, the atomic age was
born. The military importance of uranium for weapons pro
duction and the use of uranium fuel in nuclear power reactors
have given considerable io^etus to the production and tech
nology of this element.
In the year 1669, the Russian chemist. Dim!tri
Mendeleef, published his now famous periodic t a b l e N u m e r 
ous blanks appeared in the original chart, and Mendeleef
predicted that these blanks would be filled with then unknown
elements; he also predicted the properties these elements
would have, and assigned atomic numbers and provisional
names. In group Vll-b, headed by manganese, there were two
unfilled spaces belonging to elements

and 75*

To these,

he assigned the provisional names of eka-manganese and dvimanganese, respectively.
Despite near completion of the table by the 1920*8 these
two elements were still undiscovered. In 1925, the situation
changed markedly, with almost simultaneous claims of dis
covery of element 75 by three separate groups of workers.
Credit for the actual discovery is now generally attributed
to Walter Noddack and Ida Tacke, who in 1925 announced they
^he material on which this historical outline of
rhenium is based is taken from Sims et al. (2).
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had detected the preaence of the element In platinum orei
and columhlte. Although their claim did not go unchallenged,
their suggested name of rhenium, after the German province
of Rhlneland, Is still retained*
The high ten^eratures encountered in certain areas of
modem technology has led in recent years to a coit^rehenslve
evaluation of the physical and mechanical properties of the
refractory metals and their alloys* In this connection,
rhenium, because of several unique properties, has received
increasing attention.
Atomic and physical properties
Table 1 compares atomic and physical properties of
uranium and rhenium that are of Interest in this investiga
tion*

The values listed are based on the critical evalua

tions of Klein (3), Laves (if.) and Melaven (5) w noted in
the table. References to the original work may be found In
these compilations. Table 2 lists the structural features
of the constituent metals *

The uranium structural values

are those of Klepfer and Chiotti (6) while those for rhenium
are due to Sims et

(7). Table 3 lists features of the

phase transformations in uranium. The solid state dimen
sional changes listed are reported by Klepfer and Chiotti (6)
while the remaining data are taken from the critical evalua
tion of Klein ( 3 ) .

k

Tabla 1. Some properties of the constituent metals*
Property

Uranium

Rhenium

Atomic nuinber

92

72

Atomic weight

238.07

186.31

Melting point

1132*0

3l80*C

Boiling point

'V/3800®C

^5600®C

Heat of fusion

kcal/mole

7.9 kcal/mole

Heat of vaporization

"w 100 kcal/mole

152 kcal/mole

Thermal conductivity

0»06l|5 cal/cva/^C/
sec at 25®C

0.17 cal/cii/®C/
sec at 20*0

Electrical resis
tivity

30 X 10~6 ohm-em
at 25®C

19.14 X 10-6^
ohm-cm at 20*C

Gaseous electronic
configurations

2f36d7s2

Chemical valence

3»4»5»6

-i,+k,+7

Goldschmldt radii
(CN « 12)

1.% Î

X.37 Î

Goldschmldt radii
(CH = 8)

l.$l i

1.34 2

Pauling radii
(CK = 12)

1.216 Î

1.373 Î

Pauling valence

5.78

5.78 ,

^The values listed for uranium are from the critical
evaluation of Klein (3); those listed for rhenium are from
the critical evaluation of Melaven (1|.); except for both
metals the valence and radius values are taken from Laves
(5)• References to the original work may be found In
these compilations.
r
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Tabla 2* Structural feature# of the oonatltuent metal**
Structure
and
phase

Cell
dimensions
U)

Atoms
pep
cell

Space
group

%-ray
denaity
(g/emS)

a « 2.853
b = 5.865
c = 4.954
a=
b =

4

Cmcm

19.07

30

P4/mam

18.14

BOO
Y uranium
at 800*0

a « 3.534

2

Iav3m

17.91

Hexagonal
rhenium

a = 2.760
b = 4.458

2

C6/mmc

21.04

Orthorhombic
oc uranium
Tetragonal
uranium
at 700*C

»?

*The uranium data are thoae of Klepfer and Chiotti (6)
while those for rhenium are due to Sims et al. (7).

Table 3>

Phase transformations in uranium^

Transformation

Ten^erature

.AY
V

Ai
L

H(
\mole /

alpha-*beta

667*0

+1,06

+0,35

0,7

beta-» gamma

775*0

+0.736

+0,245

l.l5

gamma -» liquid

1132*0

"^«5

~4*7

^he solid state dimensional changes are reported by
Klepfer and Chiotti (6) while the remaining data are taken
from the critical evaluation of Klein (3)*
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Ïïpanltm-Rhanium Alloy#
Technology
Dlrtnlim la Alloyed to enhance desired properties or to
investigate compositions that are interesting from a funda
mental or practical viewpoint. The reasons most commonly
cited for alloying to enhance desired properties are to con
fer thermal or irradiation stability and to obtain corrosion
resistance, Ohiswik (8) points out that the approach in
the use of alloying to improve dimensional stability and
corrosion resistance has been in two directions: (a) alloy
additions in relatively low concentrations designed to
modify the kinetics of the /3 or "if phase decon^osltlon so
as to yield a structure combining random orientation and
small grain size; and (b) alloy additions in sufficient con
centrations to stabilize partially or completely the cubic V
phase* thereby circumventing the intrinsic instability of
the ortborhombic oc structure. The first group may be
referred to as **qc-phase" alloys, the second group as "fphase" alloys* By restricting the alloy additions to low
concentrations and to elements of favorable nuclear proper
ties, the "oc-phase" alloys are best suited for the utiliza
tion of natural or slightly enriched uranium In thermal
reactors. The "y -phase" alloys are more suitable for fast
reactors, since they require higher contents of alloying
additions. The "y-phase" alloys are of considerable

7
interest In reactor fuel element technology because^ aa
Wilkinson (9> p« 1126) pointa out, they exhibit, as a class,
increased high temperature strength; good resistance to
dimensional changes on thermal cycling and, generally, on
irradiation; and in^roved resistance to aqueous corrosion.
Rhenium*s relatively high cross section for thermal
neutrons (dl| barns) as well as price and scarcity dictate
that if used as an alloying element, it would have to be used
sparingly. However, one should not definitely rule out its
use as an "oc-phase* or

-phase" alloy since improvements

in fuel properties could possibly make it economically
feasible.
Another aspect of uranium alloys to consider is the com
positions that develop In irradiated reactor fuels and the
subsequent pyrometallurgical processing of such fuels (10).
Attempts often are made to simulate these compositions for
convenience in metallurgical investigations by alloying
appropriate amounts of the major constituent elements in
nonradioactive form, with uranium. Presently in laboratory
studies of such alloys, equi-atomlc mixtures of stable
molybdenum and ruthenium isotopes are being substituted for
radioactive technetium (11). Perhaps a better substitute
would be rhenium, since similarities of elements in a given
groi^ are usually pronounced In the fifth and sixth periods
due to the lanthanlde contraction and the resulting similar-

8
Ities In radii (i*.; 12, p« $00 and 533)*
Theoretical oonaideratlona and predictlorn
Uranium alloy systema have been olasaified into three
typesOne type is the compound-free systems of very low
miscibility. This includes the alloys of Ag, Ca, Ce, La,
Li, Mg, Na, Nd, Pr, Ta, Th and V. The second type is the
low-miscibility systems containing intermetallic compounds
and Includes the elements Al, Be, Bi, Go, Cu, Fe, Ga, Eg,
Hh, Ni, Pb, 81, Sn and Zn. The third classification Includes
the y -miscible systems which may or may not form intermedi
ate phases#

The group includes elements which are soluble

in y uranium to an extent of greater than 1|. a/o and includes
the alloys or uranium with Au, Cr, Hf, Mo, Nb, Pd, Pt, Pu,
Rh, Ru, Tl, V and Zr.
If the above classification is considered with respect
to the periodic table it becomes apparent that all transition
elements listed above except Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ta and W fall
into the y-miscible classification. In these six exceptions
the maximum solubility in V is about 2-3 a/o. According to
Buzzard (13) all the elements from group IV-b of the periodic
table through group Vlll-b of periods 1|., 5 and 6 ionize to
^hls classification is similar to one advanced by
Wilkinson (9, p. 858) except the dividing line for Ymlscible systems is I|. a/o rather than 8 a/o. This new lower
limit allows a classification that is interpretable in light
of the periodic table.
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leave Taeanclea in the outer a-b«nd« except Ta and V» whloh
loae the d-banda; hence their outer banda are the a-banda,
which are not favorable to solubility and explains the
anomalous behavior of these two elementa. In the case of
Mn, Fe, Co and Ni the lower solubility can be attributed to
their small size and the resulting unfavorable size factor
with uranism. Since rhénium is a normal transition element
It seems reasonable to expect it to be a V-miscible alloy
and to expect a y solubility of greater than I*, a/o.
Since the crystal structures of uranium and rhenium are
not similar, it is imperative that an intermediate phase or
region of immiscibility separate the terminal solid solutions.
Further predictions concerning the phase relationships
in the uranium-rhenium system are possible if one considers
the Hume-Rothery rules

p. 102) and their limitations

evidenced by applications to known uraniim alloy systems.
The limitations undoubtedly arise from the uncertainties in
atomic size, valence and bonding types in uranium, especially
in the oc and ^ forms, which make it difficult to predict
alloying behavior according to the Hume-Rothery rules alone.
The relative valency rule indicates that a disparity in
valence is conducive to lower solubility and that this dis
parity has an especially pronounced effect when the valance
of the solute is less than that of the solvent. Valencies
of i*., 5 and 6 are generally assigned to uranium in the oc.
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/s and y forma» respectively (9* p. 878)• On this basis,
all other things being equal, rhenium with a valence of
seven (5, p. 429) would be more soluble in uranium than
uranium in rhenium. Also, rhenium would be most soluble In
V uranium and least so in the Ot form. The latter statement
Is equivalent to saying that the

and -(3"^ transform

ation tenqperaturea will both be lowered by the addition of
rhenium.
By an examination of the existing phase diagrams of
uranium^ with elements of groups IV-b and V-b, It Is found
that tetravalent solute elements tend to stabilize tetra
valent oc uranium relative to pentavalent X?, and, converse
ly, pentavalent solutes tend to stabilize -fi with respect to
oc uranium as predicted above. However, a more complete
examination reveals that nearly all metals, regardless of
valence, tend to stabilize X relative to /?. This Is not
too surprising, since of the three uranium modifications,
y Is the most metallic, and, hence, should be the most
compatible with a metallic solute element.
The greater the difference between electronegativities
of two metals the greater is the tendency to form compounds
^See Rough and Bauer's (l5) compilation of uranium and
thorium phase diagrams.
^The only known exception Is silicon.
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rather than extensive solid solutions. Electronegativity
values calculated from Gordyts expression (16, p. 80),
assuming a valence of five for uranium, were 1*5 for uranium
and 2.3 for rhenium. Pauling's values based on heats of
formations and bond strengths agreed very well and were 1,6
and 2.3. Hence, the electronegativity difference is about
0.7 units. One would expect, therefore, a tendency towards
compound formation in the uranium-rhenium system since a
difference of one-half unit on the electronegativity scale
is usually sufficient to hinder extensive primary solid
solutions by the tendency towards compound formation even
though both the solid solutions and the compound are stabil
ized by the large difference (16, p. 81|)•
Alpha uranium has twelve near neighbors, two at 2.762 £,
two at 2.852

four at 3*261 £ and four yet farther at

3.322 Î.; hence, a coordination of twelve is assumed (17).
The distance of closedt approach in the j3 uranium structure
is 2.59 & and the atoms have either 12, 14 or l5 nearest
neighbors (18). For IT uranium, the distance of closest
approach is 3*01 ^ and there are eight nearest neighbors.
Using a coordination number of twelve for the cc and ^
forms and a coordination number of eight for V, the atomic
radius disparity compared to rhenium is -1, +5 and -11^ for
the oc, ^ and T forms, respectively. Thus, the size factor
appears favorable for solubility in each case. However,
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mlnoe the aise of a metal atom depend# on the extent to
which it has given up electrons or changed their energy
levels, it is obvious that these figures can only serve as
a rough guide for predicting solubility of rhenium in ura
nium. Also, covalent bonding (19, p. 1(.13)» which distin
guishes oc uranium from most other metals, would be expected
to restrict the formation of solid solutions in the oc form,
even when atomic size, valence and structure of the solute
elements are favorable*
There are twenty-seven metallic binary uranium phase
diagrams listed in Rough and Bauer's compilation (1$) that
do not show a conqplete series of solid solutions*

Twenty-

four of these exhibit eutectic formation of the V phase and
only three a peritectic formation*

The three solutes caus

ing peritectic formation of Y are BGC in structure, and,
hence compatible with the If structure, thus, stabilising it
with respect to the liquid*

All the known hexagonal solute

elements give rise to eutectic formation of V*

Hexagonal

rhenium would therefore be expected to stabilize the liquid
with respect to Y and to most likely result in the eutectic
formation of y.
On the basis of this simplified semi-theoretical treat
ment and considering the shape of other binary uranium phase
diagrams, one can predict the uranium-rhenium system to con
tain one or more intermetallic phases and limited terminal
solid solutions*

The solubility of rhenium in the T region
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should exceed

m/o and should be greater than the solubility

of uranium in rhenium. In addition, a lowering of the yliquid, rSmis , and

transformations should occur giving

rise to greatest solid solubility in the y form and least in
the a and most likely to a eutectic formation of V and
eutectoid formation of both the oc and </3 forms*
Literature survey
A search of the literature revealed only six research
studies dealing with uranium-rhenium alloys. Of the six
studies, only three appeared to be of a significant nature»
Seybolt (20, 21) determined the hardness and examined the
microstructure of a single uranium-rich alloy. Eulin et al.
(22) determined the hardness and specific gravity of a few
uranium-rich alloys.
The first significant study was that of Hatt (23), who,
during a survey of UXg (^onqpounds, located the DReg compound
and deteznnlned Its structure. On the basis of x-ray diffrac
tion studies he reported that above 180°C, tIReg has a Cli|.
Laves structure whereas below this temperature a lower sym
metry orthorhombic structure is observed. Some of Hatt's
findings are summarized in Table !*..
The next significant study is that of phase relationship
studies conducted at Pulmer Research Institute in England and
reported by Rough and Bauer (l5) in their compilation of
uranium and thorium phase studies. In addition to the UReg

Ht
Table i|.. Structural features of the llRe2 cca^ound
Structure

Cell
dimensions

Atoms
per cell

Space
gpovp

Remarks

8

Omcm

dimensions
at 20*C

4

F6y^mmo Cl4-type;
dimensions
at 213®C

(X)
Orthorhomblc

a = 5.600
b = 9.178
c « d.2|.63

Hexagonal

a « 5.433
c = 8.561

conqpound they reported an ordered structure containing 8 to
10 a/o Re which formed at about 800^C on cooling. This
phase was tentatively assigned a tetragonal structure with
c/a = 0.98 and was believed to be similar to U2Ho. They
proposed that the

phase was formed by a peritectic reac

tion at a teiq;>erattire of 1150 to 1200^0 in the neighborhood
of 16 a/o Re. Below the perltectoid horizontal the solu
bility was reported to decrease to about 6 a/o Re at lOOO^C
with little variation in solubility between 1000 and 800^C.
The solubility of rhenium in oc uranium was listed as about
1 a/o at 650°C and less than 0.5 a/o at 600°C. Prom this
information, Wilkinson (9> p. 136?) has constructed a tenta
tive phase diagram which is reproduced in Figure 1. They
also report that the y phase can be retained in alloys con
taining 5 e/o Re but that decomposition to a distorted cc
structure proceeds at room temperature and that a distorted
cc structure is developed on quenching alloys containing
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!*. a/o Re*
In work which preceded and laid the groundwork for the
present investigation (21^)# the phase diagram of the uraniumrhenium system and the kinetics of transformation of some
uranium solid solutions were studied*

The phase diagram is

presented in Figure 2 and an enlarged portion of particular
interest in the present investigation is shown in Figure 3*
This diagram differs from its English counterpart; however,
the latter is based on a limited number of observations of a
. tentative nature, and undoubtedly were not meant to be con
strued as sufficient evidence to construct a total or partial
phase diagram. Also, the diagram presented in Figure 2 is in
slightly better agreement with the semi-theoretical predic
tions outlined earlier, the major difference being in the
manner of formation of the V phase from the liquid.
Nonequillbrium alloys
During the course of the phase diagram studies, nonequilibrium alloys were often observed on the uranium side of
the URe2 phase. This phenomenon led to the present investi
gation of the reaction kinetics of these alloys.
The appearance of nonequilibrium alloys in the uraniumrhenium system is not too surprising, since highly ymiscible alloy systems, as a class, are characterized by
sluggish transformations and stable or metastable y or oc
structures in the relatively highly alloyed compositions.
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Met&atabl# phases of the martensltio oc type have been
reported In the uranlm-molybdenum (25# 26), uraniiaanloblim (27, 28), uranlim-tltanlim (29), uranlim-vanadium
(28), and uranlum-zlrconlxan (30) systems. In addition to
the variations of the oc-nranlim phase, a metastable phase
based on the cubic y structure has been reported In the
uranium-molybdenum (31), uranlum-nloblum (32), and uraniumtitanium (33) systems.
In evaluating the properties of highly y-miscible
systems, the nature of these metastable states must be con
sidered. The changes In properties brought about by alloying
and subsequent thermal treatments are the results of changes
In crystal structure or microstructure. Often the wanted
crystal structure and microstructure Is brought about through
a nonequlllbrlum solid-state transformation as witnessed by
the formation of the tempered martenslte microstructure in
steels. Thus, If uranium alloys are to be used to their full
potential e knowledge of their nonequlllbrlum transformations
will be necessary. It Is towards an understanding of these
nonequlllbrlum transformations, metastable states, and re
sulting microstructures that this research Is directed.
Research Objectives
The work reported herewith had the following objectives:
1. Determination of the conq)ositional limits within which
the stable and metastable phases are produced, the

20
cooling r&te being constant*
2. Investigation of the effect of different cooling rates
In producing alternative structure*.
3. Investigation of any relationships existing between the
observed phases and determination of the sequence of
phase changes.
if.*

Development of a crystallographic and microstructural
model to explain the observed behavior.

5. Determination of any relationship existing between
metastability in uranium-rhenium alloys and other
systems in which metastable states are observed.
To achieve these objectives, a study was made of the
time-temperature-composition dependency of crystal structure
and microstructure under nonequlllbrlum cooling conditions.
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EXP3RIMENTAL PROCEDURE
i

Alloy Preparation
The uranium used in this investigation was from a direct
cast ingot produced at the Hanford Works of the General Elec
tric Company. The supplier's chemical analysis of this mate
rial is shown in Table 5*

The rhenium was first grade metal

purchased from the Chase Brass and Copper Company in the form
of 0.0^0 in. rhenium strip. The major impurities present in
this, metal as determined by the analytical groups at this
laboratory are given in Table 5*
All the alloys were prepared by melting under a helium
atmosphere in a nonconsumable tungsten electrode arc furnace
similar to that of Geach and Sumers-Smith Oij.)*

The melting

procedure has been discussed by Williams (35).
Two different sets of alloys were used during the course
of the investigation. The early kinetic studies used alloys
which were initially prepared for the phase diagram studies.
These alloys were made by melting small rhenium chunks with
massive uranium metal. Difficulty in malting alloys was
anticipated because the melting point of rhenium exceeds that
of uranium by 2050°C. However, since uranium has a high
boiling point and consequently a low vapor pressure, loss of
uranium by vaporization did not occur. Difficulty did arise
in dissolving the rhenium particles in uranium-rich liquid
during melting. Reasonable homogeneity was achieved by
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Table 5*

Chemical analysis of the constituent metals

Impurity atom
A1
C
Ca
Or
Ou
Pe
H
Mg
Mn
Ni
Pb
Si

Amount present*
Uranium
Rhenium
20 ppm
36 ppm°
2 ppm°
l8
k
3
5
10
5
22

ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm
ppm

not detected
150 ppmb
trace
trace
trace
not detected
not determined
trace
not detected
not detected
not detected
not detected

^Spectrographic analysis unless indicated otherwise.
^Gravimetric analysis.
reducing the size of the rhenium particles and by keeping,
uranium-rich alloys molten for approximately one hour. These
alloys were then homogenized under vacuum at 925°C for one
week in a tantalum container.
The kinetic studies, for the most part, utilized a
series of alloys that were prepared in a somewhat different
manner. Initially, a master alloy of composition DRe2 was
prepared. This alloy was then crushed and chunks approxi
mately 1-2 mm in diameter were used as the source of rhenium
in preparing the uranium-rich alloys. The use of a lower
melting rhenium source (the melting point of URe2 is 2200°C
while that of rhenium is 3l80°G), in addition to the small
particle size, reduced the probability of occurrence of
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residual unreacted rhenium and shortened the required melting
time.

,

The constituents were weighed to t 0.000^ g on an ana
lytical balance. Prior to weighing, the massive uranium was
cleaned electrolytlcally In a chrorolc-acetlc acid bath and
except for the weighing operation was thereafter kept under
vacuum. The expression derived to determine the weight of
UReg required was
Weight of URep = (w/o Re) (weight of massive U).
(61.02 - w/o Re)
The melting procedure consisted of first purifying the
helium by melting a getter of crystal bar zirconium whose
hardness was approximately Rj^30»

Two alloy charges were then

melted at a current of 280 amperes for two minutes each, then
Inverted and again melted for two minutes. This sequence was
subsequently repeated at currents of 320, 360 and i|.00 am
peres. Between melting sequences the button was cut in two
and recombined in an effort to obtain a more homogeneous
alloy. Also, between melting sequences and after the last
one the getter was remelted for one minute at a current of
280 an^eres. After the melting operation the hardness of
the getter was checked and if the hardness exceeded Rj^UO the
alloys were discarded. Pour ingots were discarded due to
this arbitrary maximum.
The compositions of the alloys prepared in this manner
and their weight changes on melting, etc. are listed in

Table 6. Data concerning alloy preparation
Composition
a/o
w/o

Weight
Weight
Weight
of U , of DRe?
of
(g)
(g)
button
(g)

Change In
weight on
melting
(g)

0.00 0.00
1.00 0.78
2.00 1.57
3.00 2.36
i+.oo
3.16
5.00 3.95
6.00 4.76
7.00 5.56
8.00 6.37
9.00 7.18
10.00 8.00
12.00 9.64
14.00 11.30

30.515
29.454
32.817
25.929
27.154
25.124
25.057
26.766
26.907
25.270
23.913
23.351
21.065

+0.001
+0.001
+0.012
-0.003
-O.OI6
-0.020
-0.006
—0.004
-0.003
-0.008
-0.008
-0.002
-0.022

0.383
0.867
1.044
1.481
1.741
2.118
2.683
3.136
3.370
3.606
4.381
4.785

30.515
29.837
33.684
26.973
28.635
26.865
27.175
29.449
30.043
28.640
27.519
21.732
25.850

Probable
error in
composi
tion {%)
0.003
0.003
0.036
0.011
0.056
0.074
0.022
0.014
0.010
0.028
0.029
0.007
0.085

Table 6, The change in weight on melting la attributed to a
competition between weight gain due to pickup of copper and
tungsten from the hearth and electrode, respectively, plus
reaction with atmospheric contaminants to form involatile
products; and weight loss due to "spitting" of UReg when
struck by the arc, and volatilization. Since spectrographlc
analysis indicated no contamination from the copper hearth
and tungsten electrode, and since the alloys for the most
part had a high metallic luster; one has some basis for
assuming the probable error in over-all composition is given
approximately by the change in weight divided by the total
weight of the alloy. This probable arror is tabulated In
Table 6 and averages about 0.03^, Since the apparent uncer
tainty in composition is thus about 3 parts in 10,000, the
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Intended cor^osltlon is asaimed to be the actual cooaposltlon.
The uranlim-rhenlim phase studies by Jackson et al, (2ii)
followed the ASM procedure of listing compositions in terms
of weight percent. The present work utilizes an atom percent
notation, since most kinetic studies of this type are re
ported on this basis. As an aid in cross interpreting these
I
two reports, an atom to weight percent conversion chart is
'

shown in Figure 1]..

This figure also shows the various com

positions used in this Investigation and their method of
preparation.
All the as-cast alloys were heat treated under vacuum
in a tantalum container to improve the degree of homogeneity.
Prior to homogenization, a small portion (approximately 2
grams^ was cut from one side of each button and used for
evaluating the properties of the as-cast structures. The
major portion of the button was then cleaned electrolytically, and, without further reduction in size, homogenized.
The homogenizing treatment consisted of heating at
25°C/hr to 825°C, followed by holding at this temperature
for four days, and then cooling to room temperature at 25°C/
hr. The selected soaking temperature of 825®C was the
result of a compromise between excessive grain growth and
low rate of homogenization.
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Alloy Examination
General considerations
The homogenized alloys were subjected to various heat
treatments and examined by various standard techniques. All
the experiments which required heating of the specimens were
conducted at pressures less than 1 x 10"^ mm of mercury and
when necessary a tantalum holder or shield was used to pro
tect the specimen.
Thermal analysis
Direct thermal analysis and differential thermal analy
sis were used to locate phase transformations. Specimens
varied in size from 1 to 20 grams, generally being 1-3 grams
for fast cooling rates and considerably larger for the slower
rates. Heating and cooling rates for the larger specimens,
while linear during a given run, were varied from 10® to
100°C/hr. For faster cooling rates, the rate was not linear
and depended on the furnace characteristics or the quenching
medium. For differential thermal analysis, nickel or tanta
lum was used as the neutral body and alumina as the insula
tion. Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouples were pressed into holes drilled
in the center of the neutral body and test specimen. Ten^eratures were read directly with manually operated high
precision potentiometers or automatically recorded with a
Moseley "Autograf" x-y recorder.
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Specimen preparation
To determine the effect of cooling rate on the structure
produced, series of alloys were equilibrated at various tem
peratures followed by cooling to room ten^erature at various
rates. For comparative purposes it was desirable to have a
standard specimen size. Sheet specimens approximately l'/l6
in. thick by 3/l6 in. wide by 3/8 in. long were machined from
the homogenized buttons. These speciriens were large enough
that after heat treating, they could be readily examined for
density, grain size, hardness, microstructure and crystal
structure; and were small enough that the thermal gradient
developed on cooling did not noticeably change the value of
the measured property from one region of the specimen to
another.
Quenching methods
Specimens were quenched by two methods; (a) water
quenching, where rates of approximately lOOO^C/sec were
attained, arid (b) vacuum quenching where the cooling rate
was approximately 10°C/sec.
To water quench alloys, three specimens were equally
positioned on a small perforated 2-mil tantalum holder which
was itself joined to a Pt/Pt-Rh thermocouple bead. The
perforated holder weighed 0.8 g and served to support the
specimens upright and to protect them from contamination
resulting from accidentally touching the hot fused silica .
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fiirnace tube. The assembled unit was then suspended in a
vertical fused silica tube which was surrounded by a vertical
tube furnace. The head through which the thermocouple wires
passed was provided with a thin glass window sealed on with
a vacuum sealing wax. Above this was a reservoir that could
be filled with water. When the specimens were ready to be
quenched, the reservoir was filled with ice water and the
cover glass broken allowing the evacuated silica tube to be
filled with water almost instantaneously. At the same time,
the furnace was lowered rapidly away from the tube. Cooling
rates of approximately 1000°C/sec were attained in this
manner.
Vacuum quenching refers to removal of the furnace from
around an evacuated fused silica tube containing the speci
men. This was accomplished by using a sample arrangement
similar to that used in water quenching except the holderthermocouple unit was placed in a horizontal furnace tube
and a removable track-type horizontal furnace heated the
specimen. As soon as the furnace was removed, a stream of
cool air was passed across the furnace tube. Cooling rates
of approximately 10°C/sec were achieved in this manner.
Metallography
Prior to polishing, the specimens were mounted for ease
of handling. The as-cast alloys wore mounted in a coldsetting epoxy resin and the homogenized alloys in a thermo-
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setting plastic. The speclmeiifl to be queuchdd were first
mounted In a thermosetting plastic and then removed by a
hook placed in a small hole drilled at the side of the spec
imen. The specimens after being heat treated and quenched
could then be pressed back into the existing hole and pol
ished immediately. This technique eliminated the time loss
(12-hour curing periods) and alight heating effect associ
ated with cold-setting mounting materials.
After mounting, the specimens weré subjected to one
minute each on 320, ^00, 500 and 600 grit Si-C paper. The
intermediate polishing operation consisted of three steps of
five minutes each on rotary laps of 600 grit Si-C on 10
ounce canvas duck followed by an oil lapped #6 diamond paste
on 70 denier nylon cloth without nap and #3 diamond paste on
a medium nap synthetic rayon polishing cloth. The worked
surface was then removed by electropolishing in a chromicacetic acid bath composed of 1 part CrO^, 1 part HgO and Im
parts CH^COOH (glacial acetic acid, HAc). A periodic poten
tial was used and consisted of twelve cycles of 2^ seconds
at i|.0 volts dc followed by 2^ seconds at zero volts. Use of
a constant voltage resulted in surface irregularities. The
periodic method yielded a smooth surface free of disturbed
metal as revealed by examination under polarized light.
Surface irregularities also occurred on electropolishing
when the surface was not cleaned properly after mechanically
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polishing. A rinse in glacial acetic acid provided a clean
surface.
Since polarized light examination loses some of its
effectiveness at high magnification, a need was found to etch
the polished surfaces. Also, a check on the structures re
vealed by polarized illumination was desirable. A satis
factory electrolytic etch was obtained by lowering the volt
age of the chromic-acetic acid bath to 25 volts. A chemical
etchant consisting of a 1:1 mixture of nitric and acetic acid
was found to work well on all the alloys. Approximate etch
ing times for the as-cast and homogenized alloys are shown in
Figure

Generally, the higher the rhenium content the

shorter the etching time.
Other etchants or techniques also gave satisfactory
results, and were used nearly exclusively during the early
stages of the investigation. The €(UReg) phase could be
selectively etched with a mixture composed of 6 parts by
weight of KgPetCN)^, 2 parts KOH, and 92 parts H2O. The
6(U2Re) phase was revealed by extended polishing and could
be further delineated by ion bombardment etching (36). The
o;-phase alloys could generally be satisfactorily etched
with an electrolyte containing 36 parts by weight of HNO^
(7OJ0), 1 part citric acid, and 63 parts HgO. Etching by ion
bombardment was used for the y-phase and

-phase alloys

and for the oc-phase alloys which were difficult to etch.
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Etching times of six minutes at an argon pressure of fifteen
microns and a potential of six kilovolts were common.
In some instances, the microstructure could not be re
solved using an optical microscope. To discern the fine
detail, replicas of etched surfaces were examined in a RCA
EMU-1 electron microscope. The replicating process consisted
of first coating the etched surface with a parting layer of
sodium metaphosphate followed by shadowing with chromium and
finally coating with carbon. The composite coating was then
floated off the substrate giving rise to a chromium-shadowed
carbon replica.
Hardness measurements
For this investigation an indentation tester of the
Armstrong-Vickers type was employed. To minimize non-metallurgical variables a constant preset load of 10 kg was used
and all measurements were made on flat electropolished sur
faces. In addition, all reported hardness values are
averages of at least four representative readings.
Density measurements
The density measurements used a volume calculation based
on an apparent loss in weight method. The alloy was weighed
in air and then in a liquid of known density. The expression
used to calculate density was

(w^) '

3k
where
and

is the weight in air,

the weight when mwbmerged,

the density of the liquid.

Distilled water was initially chosen as the liquid due
to its known temperature dependency. However» this was a
poor choice due to the low wetability between water and
metal. Later, bromobenzene was used as the displaced liquid
and a marked increase in ease of weight determination was
noticed. All the reported densities were with bromobenzene
as the displaced liquid. A value of 1.^878 g/cm^ was used
for its density at 28°C, the tenqperature of the readings. A
10 mil nichrome wire was used to suspend the sangles. Its
presence was corrected for by subtracting its weight in air
and its weight when submerged from the corresponding read
ings. Balance readings were made to t 0.0002 grams.
Grain size determinations
The grain size of each specimen was estimated using the
ASTM comparative method (37» p. 283). The procedure followed
was to chemically etch the specimen and project its image on
a ground-glass screen at 100 magnifications. The projected
image was compared with a series of graded standard ASTM
grain-size charts until a suitable match was obtained. An
alternative approach, used nearly exclusively during the late
stages of the investigation, was to conçare the image re
vealed by polarized illumination with a standard grain-size
measuring eyepiece.
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Large grain sizes not covered by the ASTM system were
encountered. In these instances the grain size is listed am
the average diameter of the grains in inches. This method
coupled with the ASTM method worked well for determining the
grain size of the ^ and V phases and for some QC-phase
alloys. Often, however, the

OC

phase was present

as

plate

lets and its grain size is reported as plate width in mil
limeters as determined by a stage micrometer.
The shape of the grains for each specimen

was

also

recorded. In some instances, mixtures of grain shapes were
encountered. However, one of the grain shapes usually pre
dominated and it is listed as the grain shape of the sanqple.
X-ray methods
Phase identification was made by x-ray diffraction
methods using copper radiation with a Norelco diffractometer
and a 114.6 mm Debye-Scherrer camera. The high temperature
x-ray work was performed with equipment similar to that de
scribed by Chiotti (38).
To obtain Debye-Scherrer photographs of the quenched
specimens they were first machined on a cut-off wheel to a
cylindrical shape having a diameter of about 0.5 mm followed
by electrolytically thinning in a chromic-acetic acid bath
to a diameter of about 0.l5 mm. Debye-Scherrer photographs
were made from the reduced sections with filtered copper Kot
radiation in a Hi;.6 mm diameter camera.
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Originally» filtered cbromlim Kcc radiation was used In
an effort to better resolve any line splitting that occurred
and to reduce the number of reflections*

However, extraneous

reflections were detected and for the high uranium alloys
they were often of higher intensity than the known reflec
tions, The presence of the extraneous reflections was
attributed to a surface film as their intensity was con
siderably reduced when the more penetrating and intense
copper radiation was used. Efforts to prevent the formation
of or to remove the surface film by using different electropolishing solutions and acid rinses did not prove successful.
The early work performed with chromium radiation was later
duplicated with copper radiation and no changes in lattice
parameters were noted. However, the standard error de
creased noticeably.
It is well knovm that metallurgical specimens strongly
absorb x-rays and hence the diffracted beam must originate
from a thin surface layer. An approximate calculation for
the effective depth of penetration for a diffracted beam for
uranium using copper radiation at 1^,5°^ yielded values of
0.00015 cm (15»000 X) for 95^ contribution and 0,000035 cm
(3,500

for 50^ contribution. For chromium radiation the

effective penetration is less than half the above value.
Thus, one can guess that the surface layer is in the neigh
borhood of a thousand angstroms thick. For a discussion of
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this ealeulatlon see Culllty (39* p. 269).

Immediately after each heat treatment, a dlffraotometer
pattern was obtained. These pattern# served a# a quick
means of phase identification and also were more sensitive
in detecting line splitting than were Debye-Scherrer photo
graphs. The sangle size and shape was that of the flat bars
described earlier. To obtain high quality diffractometer
patterns it was often necessary to electropolish the surface
rather than mechanically polish it as the latter tended to
flatten the diffraction peaks, especially for the soft
alloys. A Norelco diffractometer with copper Koc radiation
was used at a chart speed of 1°(2^) per minute.
In some instances the x-ray specimens were in the form
of fine powders. To prepare powder specimens, alloys con
taining more that 1^5 a/o Re were readily crushed while alloys
containing less were reduced to powder by filing. Only
material passing a 200 mesh screen was used. The powder was
treated magnetically to remove any iron contamination and was
then given a stress-relief anneal. Surface contamination
during annealing was a problem for powders containing a ura
nium phase. When this happened, the powders were used in the
as-filed condition. To produce the specimens for the DebyeScherrer camera a glass fiber coated with a hydrocarbon
grease was rolled in the powder. For use in the diffrac
tometer the powder was spread on a transparent sheet and
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affixed to It with transparent tape or a cement-acetone mix
ture.

To assign Miller Indices to the

-phase reflections. It

was first necessary to correct the lattice parameters to room
temperature and to then calculate the theta values for the
various reflections. The

-uranium structure at 720^0 as

proposed by Thewlls (1|.0) Is tetragonal with a^ « 10.759 1
and Cg = 2.626 &. Correcting these values to room te%q)erature using the liAear coefficient of e^^anslon determined by
Klepfer and Cblotti (6) of %[lOO], oc[oio]•23.^ + 1.5 x
10"6 per °G and oc[ooiJ = 6.0 + 2 % 10"* per ®C yielded
lattice parameters at 23®C of a^ = 5*632 i. and Cq « 10*5% 1.
The theta values for the various reflections were calculated
with the aid of a computer. Mueller

(l|.l) developed a

computer program from which d spaclngs and theta values are
obtained after an input of only the space group and lattice
constants. The results of this program for the

-uranium

structure at 23®C are given in Table 7»
To assign Miller indices to the tc-phase reflections the
results of LaFlaca as listed in the ASTM diffraction data
card file were used (42). There were a number of readable
reflections in the CC-uranium pattern for d spaclngs smaller
than those listed by LaPlaca (the lower limit of his d spac
lngs was d = 0.923

. To assign indices to these reflections

It was necessary to calculate the possible reflections at
these higher theta values from the known lattice parameters
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Table 7. Interplanar spaclnga and diffraction angles of lû
uranium at. 23°0
e
hkl
hkl
(I)
(S)
(CuKK^)
(CuKeci)
002
ij.00

112
410
330
202

212
411
331
222

312
322

431,501
511
432
223
512
522

i
413

2.8162
2.6460
2.6358
2.5670
2.4947
2.4861
2.4202
2.3358

2.2810

2.2502
2.1549
2.0322
.9815
.9476
.6921
.6781
.6709
.6117
.6042
.5860
.5257

M

.5001
^02
612
720

551,711
622

tn

liti

:i}li
.4203

004
730

.4081
.3898

15.873
16,924
16.992
17.461
17.985
18.049
18.558
19.254
19.736
20.018
20.944
22.273
22,875
23.296
27.078

1.0731

1.0676

1.0631
1.0596
1.0556
1.0390
1.0372
1.0352
1.0315

1.0256

1.0207
1.0115
0.99224
0.99074
0.97849
0.96568
0.96405
0.96418
0.94066
0.93369
0.93357

imi
28.549
28.696
29.055
30.322
30.463
30.550
30.895
31.014
31.356
31.993
32.172
32.371
32.706
32.841

0
0
0.91679
0.90831
0.90591
0.90334
0.89732
0.89601
0.89362
0.88780
0.88162
0.86708
0.85698
0.85533
0.84707
0.84o64
0.84605

m
613

.2762

JOL

!l9%
.1899
.1776

742,812

42"
8kl
7^3
911
851

.i|éo
lias
.1003

37.125

ÏUtl
42.303
44.431

10.1.4
982
835
973
10.7,2

m

0.8334
0.83212
0*82869

45.872
46.175
46.432
46.632

46.860

&7l9^4
48,070
48.306
49.599
50.421

51.028

51.923

B:a
53.022

i:i
li
57.996
58.239

S:8»
59.277
59.536

60.181

60.889
62,665
64,001

li
ti

67.767
68.355

ko
and space group*

Use was made of the computer program

described above. Using LaFlaca<s values of

= 2.058 Î.,

b^ = 5.877 ^ and c^ = 4*955 & the possible higher order
reflections were calculated and are listed in Table 8,
Table 8. High-angle reflections for cc uranium
hkl

062
153
224
312
243
330
135
331
063
006
045
313
154
332
260
170
261
171
026

fâ
225

d
(Î)
0.91089
0.90804
0.89186
0.87919
0.87055
0.85673
0.84478
0.84421
0.84249
0.82583
0.82158
0.81722
0.81706
0.80969
0.80792
0.80553
0.79739
0.79510
0.79503
0.78943
0.78624
0.78476

*

Sin^e
(OuKoc^)

(GuKoc.^)

0.71505
0.71955
0.74588
0.76755
0.78286
0.80831
0.83135
0.83247
0.83587
0.86993
0.87896
0.88837
0.88870
0.90497
0.90893
0.91433
0.93309
0.93849
0.93864
0.95201
0.95974
0.96337

57.737
58.023
59.728
61.175
62.226
64.035
65.753
65.839
66.101
68.858
69.640
70.482
70.512
72.045
72.435
72.980
75.009
75.640
75.658
77.346
78.425
78.966

Lattice parameters were determined with the aid of an
IBM 7074 computer. The computer program was worked out by
Mueller and Heaton (43) and permits the determination of
lattice parameters and standard errors for systems of orthorhombic symmetry and higher. It utilizes an extrapolation
carried out analytically by the method of least squares, and
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has provisions for using as many as three separate correction
terms for eccentricity, absorption, divergence, etc* How
ever, generally only the Nelson-Riley function was used.
Provisions are also made for weighting each reflection. Use
was made of an observation weight or a trignometrie function
(l/sin^20) depending on the nature of the pattern. A com
puter program developed by Hansen (1+4) was used to determine
lattice constants for a monoclinic structure. This program
yielded extrapolated monoclinic lattice constants by the
method of least squares using the Nelson-Riley function. To
avoid duplication, the reader is referred to the original
articles (^1, 1+3» 4^.) for the particulars of the computer
programs.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results of Core Experiments
The purpose and objectives of this research were dis
cussed in the introductory chapter. The experimental tech
niques used to achieve these objectives were presented in the
preceding chapter. The core experiments were basically those
in which series of alloys were water quenched, vacuum quench
ed and slow cooled from the V and fS phase fields. More
specifically, they were: (1) series of alloys water quenched
from 975° and 8^0°C after l/2 and 4 hours at temperature,
respectively; (2) series of alloys water quenched and vacuum
quenched from 975» 8^0 and 6i|2®C after l/2, i*. and 6 hours at
temperature, respectively; and, (3) a series of alloys cooled
at 25®C/hr from 02$°G after four days at tenqperature. For
the sake of conciseness and comparative purposes, the results
of these core experiments are presented in tabular form in
Tables 9 through 15. The significance of these data is
discussed later under the appropriate heading along with
results from supplementary experiments.
The grain size listed in Tables 9 through 15 is preceded
by a Greek symbol which represents the phase to which the
measurement refers. For example, a y-quenched alloy may
have two grain sizes listed. The grain size preceded by an
oc would refer to the size of the oc grains developed on

k3
quenching»

The grain size preceded by a ^ would refer to

the prior y grains which were readily visible and measur
able in the quenched microstructure.
Table 9. Results from examination of as-cast alloys
Composition
a/o Re

Hardness
VHN

Density

0

236

19.13

1

293

18.79*

g/cm3

Structure
ASTM
grain size

y
fi

00-1

oc

00-1
6

oc

2

319

18.57*

y

00-1
4-5

fi

3

1^06

18.02*

fi

4

fi

k

395

19.00

V

1-2

<

5

329

19.04

V

1-2

6

281).

18.99

«

2

<
<

7

251

18.99

y

00

«b

8

188

18.91

y

1-3

«b

9

96

18.90

y

2-3

10

150

19.03

y

5-6

12

197

19.02

y

6-7

V

14

258

19.03

y

6-7

V

^Sample contained numerous cracks and voids.

/

y

kk
Table 10. Results from examination of alloys cooled at
25®C/hr after four days at Ô25 C
Composition
a/o Re

Hardness
VHN

Density
g/cm^

0

161

19.06

1

235

18.96

oc

00-8

2

376

18.65

V
GC

00-1
7

3

397

18.85

2 micron^

k

1+05

18.91

V

1-2

Oi+/S + h

5

380

19.04

¥

00-1

«+&(8)+A?)

6

351

19.15

*

00-1

%+6(W)

7

401

19.09

X

00-0

a+i(T)

8

437

19.16

y

00-3

OL+i(M)

9

464

19.19

s

1-3

10

493

19.21

y

4-5

OC+S

12

488

19.20

y

6-7

oc-f s

14

483

19.21

Y

6-7

CC-4-S

ASTM
grain size

Structure*

oc
oc
K»+tt(W)
/S+VC

The letters in parenthesis show relative amounts of
secondary phases present as indicated by x-ray line inten
sities (S=strong, M=medium, W=weak, T=trace, ?=po8itive
identification not made). This procedure is followed in
subsequent tables,
^Approximate distance between S platelets.

Table 11, Results from examination of alloys vacuum quenched
after six hours at 662^0
Hard
a/o ness MicroRe
structure
VHN

A8TM
grain
size*

X-ray
phases

Lattice
constants

0

172

lightly twinned,
equi-axed G.,
regular G.B.

a®
a 1-2
-6)
(0,03in.

1

251

heavily twinned,
irregular G.
and G.B.

oc 5(1-9)

2

363

equi-axed
G.,
irregular ;3 G.B.,
discontinuous S

0(00-3)

3

387

equi-axed
G.,
irregular
G.B.,
continuous &,
regular T G.B.

/»+i(T)
2(1-6)
2-3(1-6)

k

ko^

same as above

3
r 2-3

/f + <(M)

6

40$

same as above

4 3(2-7)
% 0(00-1)

|fl+*(M) a^—10.645
Cq— 5*626
c/a=0.529

8

equi-axed
G.,
irregular /3 G.B,,
fine 6

oc

fi

4

,g+&(M) ao=10.649
Oq= 5.625
c/a=0.528

10

468

equi-axed * G.,
proeutectoid
and fine &

X? ?
4-5

f+ WM) ao=10.644
A" 5.62Ç
c/a=0.528

14

1+64

same as above

?
y 7-8

*+6(8)

^Abbreviations used are G. for grains and G.6. for grain
boundaries* This procedure is followed in subsequent tables.
^A.S.T.M. number used unless length unit follows number.
This procedure is followed in subsequent tables.
^Strong preferred orientation. Other alloys in this
table had random orientation of grains.
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Table 12. Results from examination of alloys water quenched
after four hours at 850^0
Hard
ness
VHN

141crostructure
twinned oc G.

0

181

1

330

equi-axed
G,,
some «C plates

2
3
k

339
387
373

equi-axed y3 G.

5
6
7

8

equi-axed /S G.

fi
fl

banded oc G.,
equi-axed V G.

a
V

319

banded 01 G.,
equi-axed V G.

oc
V

276

banded and
aclcular oc ,
equi-SLxed V G.

OL

banded and
acicular «• ,
equi-axed t G.

oc

banded and
acicular oc ,
equi-axed V G.

«

235

192

Lattice
X-ray
constants
phases
I
oc
ao=2.854
bo=5.868
Co=4.954
|tf+«(T)
0-00
(0.03in.-2)
1-2
a
6(4-8)
oc'
ao=2.860
<0.004mm*
bo=5.809
0.05 in.
CO=4.956
oc'
ao=2.872
bo=5.8l7
0.04 in.
CO=^.969
oc'
ao=2.869
<0.007mm
bo=®5.806
0.04 in.
Co=4.973
oc"
<0.02mm
ao=2.877
bo=5.797
0.047 in.
Co=^.977
Y =90.78
oc"
ao=2.871
0-00
bo=5.768

ASTM
grain
size
oc 4-5(3-6)

y

V

V

A
0
.
0
0

a/o
Re

Co=4|..978
y =91.49

9

150

banded and
acicular oc .

oc <0.005mm
y 1-2

oc"

10

108

equi-axed V G.,
fine € network

V 4-5

y*

ao=2.875
bo=5.755
Co=4.959
V =92.22
ao=3.452

12

150

equi-axed * G.,
fine c network

V 6

f

aQ=3.448

14

161

equi-axed T G.,
fine € network

V 7

a
Plate width of « phase.

ao=3.448

k7
Table 13. Results from examination of alloys vacuum quenched
after four hours at 850®C
Hard
a/o ness
Re
VHN

Microstructure

ASTM
grain
size

x -ray
phases

« 2(00-9)

oc'

1

240

highly twinned OC ,
irregular OC G.
and G.B.

2

357

equi-axed jftf G.,
Irregular
G.B,,
discontinuous S

3

394

equl-axed / A G . ,
irregular
G.B.,
continuous S ,
regular Tf G.B.

k

390

granular oc,
OC un-resolved
equl-axed V G., ^
y 0.04 in.
discontinuous S'(W)

cc'+ *'(w)

5

478

granular CC ,
equl-axed V G.

OC un-resolved
V 0.04 in.

0C+

6

292

granular plus
banded ot ,
equl-axed y G.

OC un-resolved

OC un-resolved
(max. OC size)
y 0.04 in.

«"

OC un-resolved

oc"

7

242

banded OC G.,
equl-axed V G,

8

167

banded OC. G.,
equl-axed V G.

^ 1(00-8)

00(0.03 in.-3)

V 0.04

€'(w)

oc"

in.

"jf 0.04 in.
(0.1 in.-6)

9

103

equl-axed V G.,
discontinuous
grain growth

10

149

equl-axed

Y G.

Y 4

12

167

equl-axed

G.

y 7

14

176

equl-axed

G.

y 8(7-8)

V

y?

V 1(0.04

ln.-6)

T'
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Table 1^..

a/o
Re

Hard
ness
VHN

Results from examination of alloys water quenched
after one-half hour at 975 C
ASTM
Microstructure

grain
size

X-ray
phases

1(00-2)

^ + 0C(W)

1

351

equl-axed
G.,
some Qc. plates

2

373

equi-axed
G.,
Irregular
G.B.,
discontinuous 6

4 2(0-4)

3

409

equi-axed
G,,
irregular /3 G.B.,
continuous &

5(2-7)

k

370

banded Oc. G.,
equi-axed Tf G.

5

322

banded and
aclcular CC,
equi-axed K G.

oc <0.006inra
% bands <0.02mm
1 0.04 in.

oc'

6

289

banded and
aclcular oc,
equi-axed V G.

oc <0.006ram
01 bands <0.02inm
V 0.05 in.
(0.16 In.-l)

ot'

7

238

banded and
aclcular ot,
equi-axed V G.

01 <0.012mm
V 0.04 in.

ot'

8

183

banded and
aclcular ot,
equi-axed Tf G.

oc <0.02mm
V 0.043 in.

ot"

9

149

banded and
aclcular oc ,
equi-axed V G.

01 <0.06mm
V 0.04 in.

ot"

10

141

equi-axed V G.

V

12

161

equi-axed

y

G.

y 6(5)

V

14

170

equi-axed

V

G.

y 7

V

A

«'
y

0.031n.(0.043
in.-2)

0.12

in.

diffuse
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Table 15« Results from ezaninatlon of alloys vacuum quenched
after one-half hour at 975°C
a/o

Re

Hard
ness
MicroVHN
structure

ASTM
grain
size

X-ray
phases

1

236

highly twinned ot,
irregular oc g.
and G.B.

2

373

equi-axed
g.,
irregular x? G.B,,
discontinuous S

3

390

equi-axed
G.,
irregular G.B,,
discontinuous 3 ,
regular y G.B.

k

380

granular ct G,,
equi-axed y G.,
discontinuous

•y 0.03 in.

5

W

granular oc G.,
equi-axed V G.

a un-resolved
y 0.04 in.

oc'

6

280

granular plus
banded oc G.,
equi-axed y G.

oc un-resolved
y 0.02 in.

oc"

7

2^2

banded oc g.,
equi-axed y g.

a un-resolved
y 0.02 in.

oc"

8

160

banded oc G.,
equi-axed y G.

a un-resolved
y 0.08 in.

oc"

9

117

equi-axed y g.

y 0.02 in.

T

10

157

equi-axed y G.,
discontinuous
grain growth

y 2(0.04 ln.-4)

g"

12

177

equi-axed K G.

Ik

182

equi-axed V G.

y 7
y 7

y®

QC

1-2(0.02 in.-8)

oc'

0-1(0.03 in,-8)

/3 00(0.04 in.-5)

OC

un-resolved

0C'+;d(T)

$0
Incomplete SCUgRe) Formation
The slow rate of formation of S(ÏÏ2R®) led to alloys con
taining nonequlllbrliJia quantities of U, &(U2R») and €(URe2)*
Various stages In the growth of this phase are Illustrated In
Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows the nonequlllbrlum. struc
ture produced by equilibrating the 29.9 a/o Re alloy above
the peritectold reaction Isotherm and then slow cooling to
room temperature. The dendrites are e and the matrix con
sists of the unetched ot-s eutectold structure.
Figure 7 shows a 2lf.,2 a/o Re alloy heated for three weeks
slightly below the peritectold reaction Isotherm. The gray
matrix in this nonequlllbrlum three-phase alloy is oc uranium,
the white phase is both rimmed peritectold and coalesced
eutectold 8 , and the dark material wliich is enclosed by the
willte envelope is primary €. The equilibrium microstructure
for a 33,8 a/o Re alloy heated slightly below the peritectold
reaction isotherm for six months is shown in Figure 6, and
consists of small, anisotropic grains of S having an ASTM
grain size of ten.
Actually the above mentioned extended heat treatment did
not convert the near-stoichiometric alloys to equilibrium
configurations due to segregation of reaction constituents on
a microscale, the results being small random pockets of
uranium solid solution and € (I3Re2) separated from one another
by diffusion distances in the neighborhood of 0.1 to 0.5 mm.

Figure 6. The 29.9 a/o Re
alloy heated one week at
900 C and slow cooled showing
primary URe2 in unetched
eutectoid matrix. Etchant:
BgPefCN)^, KOH, HgO. X^OO.

Figure ?• The 2i|.,2 a/o Re
alloy heated 3 weeks at
700®C and furnace cooled
showing primary URegCdark)
with eutectoid and peritectoid 6 (white) in oc
uranium matrix(gray).
Etchant: KoFeCCN)^, KOH,
EgO. X250.

Figure 8. The 33.8 a/o Re
alloy heat treated for 6
months at 710°C showing the
small (ASTM No. 10), aniso
tropic grains of the S
phase. Polarized illumina
tion. Xl50.

Figure 9. The 24*2 a/o Re
alloy shovm above after
heating at 30°C/hr to
850°C and furnace cooling
shoifing decomposition of
the h peritectoid rim.
Etchant: K%Pe(CN),, KOH,
H2O. XI400T

I
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which on a lolcroscale are rather large.
DTA heating curves of alloys not previously heat treated
to grow

B

showed no evidence of the peritectoid reaction

isotherm.

This is illustrated by the values shown in paren

thesis in Table 16»
formed

S

These alloys initially had eutectoidally

present, but this was consumed in the

transformations.

oc

and

The heating rates for values shown

in Table 16 varied from 10° to 60®C/hr, generally being

30Oc/hr.
DTA heating curves of alloys given an extended heat
treatment to grow 6
sition for h

showed a tençerature range of deconç>o-

rather than a relatively sharp transformation

temperature as was the case for the
formations.

and

trans

This behavior is illustrated in Figure 10 which

shows some typical differential heating curves.
ture range of the

S -* y + Ï

The tempera

reaction could be partly due to a

composition gradient across the peritectoid rim, but is more
likely mainly due to the diffusion-controlled slow growth of
the y

and T

phases.

The microstructural change acconQ)anying

this transformation is shown in Figure 9.
An effort was made to determine the crystal structure
and solubility limits of the

S

phase.

The results of these

studies will soon be made available in a separate report.
A word is in order concerning the naming of intermediate
phases in the U-Re alloy system.

The U2Re phase and the low
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Table 16. Results from differential heating curves
'

Composition
(a/o Re)
0.0
0.6

1.3
1.9
2.5
3.8
5.1
12.4
15.4
24.2
35.4
46.0

Temperature of
0.-/3
transformation
(°c)
663
644-652
646-654
645-654
644
643
644
632
642
648

%

642
642
646
643
645
61|4
(643)
(644)
(644)

Temperature of
— y
transformation
(OC)

Temperature of
UgRe
decomposition
(*C)

771
761
761
740-765

717-746
721-747
684-745
682-730
680-728
682-730
683-698
682-705
679
679
683
679
680
685
(678)
(680)
(679)

752
752
745
753
750

56.1

(678)
(679)
748

and high temperature foi-riâ of UReg are referred to as 6 , €
and y , respectively. This follows the terminology of Rough
and Bauer (15) who call the first intermediate phase in every
uranium system S • In the remainder of this paper, the
distinction between the low and high temperature forms of the
second intermediate phase is often not necessary and both are
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Some typical differential heating curves
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referred to as "UReg*
An alternative approach in naming the first inter
mediate phase would be to label UgRe aa 'S' since it appears
to be an ordered form of y uraniim. The precedent for the
alternative approach is the U2M0 intermediate phase which is
an ordered form of y (45) and which is often referred to as
y'. Another approach is used in the U-Zr system where the
only stable intermediate phase, UZrg» is often labeled €.
This phase is also an ordered form of Tf (I4.6), and hence,
sets another precedent.
Beta Phase Reaction Kinetics
Retention conditions
The

solid solution containing sufficient rhenium

could be readily supercooled to room temperature. The results
of a series of vacuum quenches from the fû region {662®C) are
tabulated in Table 11 and shown graphically in Figure 11. It
is readily seen that under these conditions about 1.5 a/o Re
is sufficient to permit the capture of the ^ phase.
Paster quenching rates (water quenching) resulted in
retention of the ^ phase in the 1 a/o Re alloy. However, at
these low rhenium contents, isothermal decomposition of the
phase occurred at room temperature by the growth of oc
plates in the

matrix. The /3 phase has been retained with

as little as 0.6 a/o Re by water quenching from higher in the
X? field (7100c).

Figure 11. Some results from examination of alloys vacuum
quenched after six hours at 662®C
(a). Phases present as a function of composition

(b). Vickers hardness as a function of coa^osition

(c). Lattice constants of ^ phase as a function of
composition

(d). Grain size as a function of composition
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The

phase is easily retained at higher rhenium con

tents in that the 1.9 and 2 a/o Re alloys furnace cooled from
662°C were retained jâ • Furnace cooling refers to a nonlinear
rate of approximately 200®C/hr at 600°C, 100®C/hr at i|.00®C
and 50®C/hr at 200°C.
Differential thermal analysis of the 0.6 and 1.9 a/o
Re alloys cooled at ^.5°G/hr from the y region showed only
slight undercooling of the Tf -*yS transformation while the
^

oc transformation was depressed considerably. The ;â-»cc

transformation occurred at ^32^0 for the 0.6 a/o alloy and
did not occur in the 1.9 a/o alloy, indicating a retention of
the /3 phase in the latter case. Hence, it appears that
small amounts of rhenium retard the ;^-*oc transformation
markedly, while the K ^/3 transformation is hardly affected.
Identical behavior was observed on rapidly cooling from
the y region for compositions less than 3.5 a/o Re. That is,
was obtained on water quenching the 1 a/o alloy from 975°
and 850®C, while % was obtained on vacuum quenching. In
either vacuum or water quenching, a stable

phase was formed

at the 2 and 3 a/o compositions. Even at cooling rates of
25°c/hr starting from the V field, ^ was the principal
phase present in the 2 and 3 a/o alloys and indicates the
ease with which

is retained.

A change in transformation characteristics occurs
between 3 and i|. a/o Re on^.cooling from the y region. Alloys
I
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of conçoaitlon 1.9, 3.8 and 5*1 were heat treated at 8#0°C
and cooled at approximately 1^.00®c/hr. X-ray analyses of
these alloys showed the 1.9 and 3.8 a/o alloys to be
while the ^.1 a/o alloy was principally

oc'(a

phase,

supersaturated «

uranium structure) with some &(U2Re) present. Differential
thermal cooling curves of the 1.9 and 3.8 a/o alloys showed
only the "Ztransformation. This occurred at 730-700°C
at i|.8°c/hr for the 1.9 a/o alloy and at 677-630®C for the 3.8
a/o alloy at 100°C/hr. A cooling curve showed a very broad
anomaly at 6lij.-535°C (possibly two overlapping transforma
tions) for the $,1 a/o Re alloy. A possible explanation for
these happenings is that in the 1.9 and 3*8 a/o Re alloys the
sequence of phase changes at these cooling rates is normal
(i.e., y-»—»oc ), whereas in the ^.1 a/o alloy the sequence
is y-»ot'-»oc.
Martensitic

This possibility is discussed later.
transformation

As mentioned earlier, the

transformation occurred

isothermally at room temperature for low rhenium contents.
Some observed characteristics of this low temperature trans
formation are: (1) the transformation occurs by the growth
of plates of % on preferred habit planes in the

matrix;

(2) the rate of growth of the Oc plates under isothermal
conditions is slow, yet much too rapid to be governed by
normal diffusion, thus pointing to a shear mechanism; (3)
the transformation goes to completion isothermally at room
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temperature; and (i|.) plates already formed seem to catalyze
the formation of others in the regions between existing
plates since some grains were heavily transformed while
others were still free of CC•
Figure 12 shows the formation of oc plates about 3
hours after quenching. At this time most of the grains were
free of oc • Judging from this photomicrograph, most of the
plates nucleate at or near grain boundaries. Figure 13 shows
a region after four days at room temperature. At this time
the sample was predominantly oc •
The behavior observed for these low rhenium alloys was
very similar to that observed for dilute U-Cr alloys. White
(i|.7) studied four low-chromium alloys and found the timetransformation diagrams to consist of two separate "G" curves.
He concluded that the transformation occurring at the higher
te%q)erature8 was diffusion controlled, while the other, at
lower temperatures, was martens1tic in nature. Holden (i|.8)
studied a similar composition in the Ïï-Cr system and found
the habit plane in the ^ matrix for the OC plates to be the
{321} plane. He also found that the partially transformed oc
phase may be reversed to untransformed /Q by rapidly "quench
ing up" to temperatures above the nose of the lower "C" curve.
One might surmise that U-Re alloys would behave in a similar
manner.

Figure 12. The 1 a/o Re alloy water
quenched from 850®C and aged 3 bra
showing oc plates in the untranaformed
^ matrix. At this time most of the
grains were free of oc, Polarized
illumination. X1$0.

Figure 13. The above alloy after aging
for
days at 23 C showing oc plates in
untransformed
matrix. At this time
many of the grains had conqpletely trans
formed to oc , Etchant: HNO-a, HAc.
X275.

Figure ll|.. The 2 a/o Re alloy heated 1
hr at 600®C showing formation of pearlitelike colonies of OC + 5 in a predominantly
oc matrix. Etchant: HNO^» HAc. X750.
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Diffusion controlled /3-*cc transformation
The 2 and 3 a/o retained -fi alloys contained sufficient
rhenium to stabilize the /3 phase and no isothermal decompo
sition was detected at room temperature for periods up to
six months. Neither was decomposition detected after pressing
at 16,000 psi (1.9 a/o alloy) nor after immersion in liquid
nitrogen for 30 minutes (3*8 a/o Re alloy).
The stability of retained ^3 alloys is illustrated by
the following series of experiments. Retained ^ alloys of
compositions 2 and 3 a/o Re were heated at 175°C for one hour,
then vacuum quenched and later examined. This procedure was
repeated at temperatures of 250, 325» UOO»

500, 5$0 and

600®C. The results are shown in Table 17 and Figure l5.
Table 17 shows the phases detected by x-ray analyses. Figure
l5 shows the hardness as a function of heat-treating tempera
ture.
A general interpretation of these results is that
transforms to oc above 500°G but it does so in a very sluggish
manner and that a decrease in hardness accor^anies the trans
formation. The small differences in decomposition rates for
the three alloys may be due to the number of 6 phase par
ticles present, which could possibly serve as nucleation sites
for the

»oc transformation.

The only significant metallographic changes observed
under bright field illumination was the formation of regions
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Table 17. Phases detected by x-ray analyses during the
aging of retained
Heattreating
temperature

C0Bg)03lti0n and thermal history
2 a/0 Re—U
3 a/o Re-U
3 a/o Re-U
Vacuum Q. 662®C Vacuum Q. 662^0 Vacuum Q. 850®C

23®C

/?

175°C

X?

+ 6(T)

220°C

a

/f + &(T)

X? + S(T)^

32S°C

4 + 6(T)

400°c

+ 6(T)
X?

2oo°c
550^0
600°C

A

+ i(T)
^+a(T)+S(T)

/9 + 01
a+/fl+MT)

620°C

/3+0C+ S(T)
OC + S(T)

<x. +^+S(T)
OC+i(T)+/Û(T)

<%+ &(T)b

*The letter "T" denotes a small but readily detectable
amount.
^The amount of & phase present increased slightly.
resembling pearlite colonies. Figure lij. shows these colonies
in the 2 a/o alloy heated at 600°C. The colonies undoubtedly
consist of oc+S; however, they may be due to an
reaction rather than a

^

oc +& reaction since their appear

ance coincided with the first appearance of £ in the x-ray
patterns and not with the first appearance of
During the earlier stages of the investigation, certain
extraneous x-ray reflections were often observed from the
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and oc phase alloys. It was originally thought these might
be due to an Intermediate

transition state. However,

subsequent studies showed the additional reflections to be
due to a tenacious surface film of

resulting from

improper electropolishing.
Metallographic observations
Microstructures representative of the series of alloys
vacuum quenched from 662®C are shown in Figure 16. These
microstructures are interpreted in the following manner. The
large grain size and relatively smooth grain boundaries of
the pure uranium alloy shown in Figure l6a are due to being
held high in the oc region. Had this alloy been in the yô
range, large grain size, feathery structure and many elon
gated plate-like grains would have been expected (1, p. 136).
The 1 a/o Re alloy shown in Figure l6b had the microstructure
of the dilute U-Cr alloys known to have undergone a martensitic

transformation, i.e. elongated, feathery and

highly twinned grains (1, p. 137).
The 2 a/o alloy in Figure l6c shows large yd grains1
under polarized illumination. The bright streamers are microcracks which are a carry-over from the cast structure.

^The terras grain size and grain boundaries for the
phase is used loosely in that r'-^ions that respond similarly
to polarized light (i.e., havt • liar orientations) are con
sidered as grains even though
^ phase platelets are
interspersed throughout these regions.

Figure 16. Representative mlcroatructures of the aeries of
alloys vacuum quenched after six hours at 662 C
(a). Pure uranium showing
large oc grains and subgrains with smooth grain
boundaries. The dark
striations are twins.
Polarized illumination.
X150.

(b). The 1 a/o Re
showing elongated,
and highly twinned
grains. Polarized
nation. Xl50.

alloy
feathery
oc
illumi

(c). The 2 a/o. Re alloy
showing large /? grains with
typical ragged boundaries.
The bright streamers are
microcracks. Polarized
illumination. Xl50

(d). The
a/o Re alloy
showing retained X? (light)
and & (dark). The prior y
grain boundaries are out
lined by the continuous
network. Electrolytic
etch. Xl50.

(e). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing extent of fO grains.
The 6 platelets are barely
visible. Note absence of
prior y grain boundaries.
Compare with next photo
micrograph. Polarized
illumination. Xl^O.

(f). The same 6 a/o Re
alloy as in (e) under
bright field illumination
showing retained ^(light)
and S(dark). The extent
of the /3 grains is not
visible. Electrolytic
etch. Xl50.

(g). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing the fine distri
bution of 5 in the /O
matrix. Electrolytic etch.
X150.

(h). The lif a/o Re alloy
showing network of UReg
outlining previous y grain
boundaries and fine un
resolved distribution of &
in
matrix. Polarized
illumination. Xl^O.
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Chanleftl and electrolytic etching did not reveal the ^ grain
boundaries but did show a very fine, slightly elongated dis
continuous 6 phase constituent. Similar behavior was ob
served In the 3 and 1|. a/o alloys but In these alloys the &
phase was present In the form of platelets (often parallel)
which were nearly continuous as shoim In Figure l6d. This
micrograph also shows a continuous p network outlining the
prior y grain boundaries.
At higher rhenium contents the

grain size decreased,

and here again polarized light was necessary to distinguish
the fQ grains. Figure l6e and l6f contrast the different
structures obtained under polarized and bright field illumi
nation for the 6 a/o Re alloy. The etched structure Is that
of the homogenized alloy. Presumably, the

trans

formation and holding for six hours at 662^0 does little to
change the 6 phase distribution which initially formed
during the Y -•)û + S transformation.
The S phase distribution became finer as the rhenium
content increased (Figure l6g)• At the higher rhenium con
tents it was difficult to electropollsh without some etching
of the specimen. This resulted in an inability to see the i3
grains at compositions of 10 a/o Re and higher. Figure l6h
shows the li|, a/o alloy under polarized light. This micro
graph shows a network of URog outlining prior y grains and a
fine distribution of tmresolved S in the

matrix.
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The hardness of the alloys vacuum quenched from 662*0
Is shown in Figure lib. The Increase in Cc hardness is due
to solid solution strengthening, smaller grain size and
transformation strains accompanying the martensitic

*

transformation. The inherent hardness difference of the ot
and fS forms results in the discontinuity between 1 and 2 a/o
Re#

The increase in hardness of the jû phase with composition

is due to the smaller grain size of the

phase and to the

amount and distribution of the 6 phase.
The effect of rhenium content on the retained f3 lattice
parameters is shown in Figure 11c.

Values of a^ = IO.6I4. £

and CQ = ^.63 % were found for the /?+ 5 two phase region.
These compare with calculated values of a^ = 10.58i|. % and
= 5.632 X for pure /9 uranium at 23°C. This calculation
was described earlier. This indicates an expansion along the
[100] and [010] direction with little change in the [OOl]

direction. The expansion of the /Q lattice might be expected
since one interatomic distance in the

lattice is 2.^9 X

(1, p. 31) which is unusually close compared to other uranium
phases.
Figure lid shows the effect of rhenium content on grain
size for the series of alloys vacuum quenched from 662®C. It
is seen that the grain size of both the OC and yO forms are
refined by increasing the rhenium content.
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Gamma Phase Reaction Kinetics
Natijre of retained y
Inspection of Tables 13 and 15 shows that 8.5 a/o Re was
sufficient to cause capture of the JT phase on vacuum quench
ing from either 850° or 975®C. Similarly, as shown in Table
12, about 9.5 a/o Re was sufficient to retain the Y phase on
water quenching from 850°C,
X-ray examination of the retained V alloys showed the
structure to be essentially body-centered cubic. Lattice
parameters of 3.^52, 3»iji+8 and 3.^A8 ^ were obtained for the
10, 12 and ll\. a/o Re alloys, respectively, which were water
quenched from 850®C. Klepfer and Chiotti (6) report a value
of a^ = 3»538 ^ for pure uranium at 800°C, Correcting this
value to room temperature using the linear coefficient of
thermal expansion determined by Klepfer and Chiotti (6) of
a<001> = 22.5

X

10-6

per

Oq yielded an a^ at 23°C of 3.476

Hence, the addition of rhenium atoms causes a contraction of
the BCC y cell. This contraction would be expected on the
basis of size considerations.
Some extraneous weak reflections were observed in the
x-ray patterns of the

Y

alloys.

Some of these could be

accounted for on the basis of a surface film.
patterns were obtained with both CrKoe

Debye-Scherrer

and CuKoc

radiation.

The reflections that lost intensity or disappeared in going
from CrKoc

to GuKoc.

radiation were assumed to be those of a
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surface film.

The reflections that gained intensity in

changing from CrK«c

to CuKoc radiation were assumed to be

those of the base metal.

The reflections attributed to the

surface film could for the most part be accounted for on the
basis of the

structure discussed earlier.

The re

maining weak reflections could be indexed on the basis of
YifS reflections of the normal
The retained y
ized light.

Y-uranium cell.

was found to respond actively to polar

The optical activity could be due to an epitaxial

surface film, but the epitaxial nature would have to depend
strongly on film thickness since the best response was ob
tained with a freshly polished surface.

Another possibility

is that the optical activity is due to a stable surface film
that is itself anisotropic.

Such anisotropic films have been

known for many years and they make possible, for example, the
study of aluminum with polarized light.

However, the surface

films observed by x-ray techniques, i.e., UC, UOg and /3-UH^
are cubic in structure and should not respond to polarized
light.
Another interpretation is that the structure is not
cubic, but that the presence of rhenium has reduced the sym
metry of the

y

structure.

The only x-ray evidence for line

splitting was in the back reflection region of some diffractometer patterns where unresolved humps were observed.

These

unresolved lines could be construed as due to a tetragonal
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call ifith a o/iL ratio of approximately 0.999*

However» In

Debje-Scherrer patterns no evidence for line splitting or
ordering could be found.
The retained ? structure showing anisotropic behavior
with respect to polarized light, and inconclusive evidence
for tetragonality is hereafter referred to as

A photo

micrograph of this structure is shown in Figure 17*
Additional quenches were made in an effort to obtain a
V-like structure showing definite tetragonality.

COBÇ>OS1-

tlons of interest were vacuum quenched from 700 and 775°C
after 12 and 8 hours at teaqjerature, respectively; and water
quenched from 775®C after 8 hours at tenterature. The
results of these heat treatments are listed in Table 18.
Vacuum quenching did yield structures in which definite
broadening of y* peaks occurred and in which banded microstructures were observed. Careful scrutiny of these
x-ray diffraction patterns showed some weak reflections and
that the broadening of the fundamental reflections was prob
ably due to unresolved line splitting. This structure is
hereafter referred to as

where the subscript indicates

the metallographlcally identified bands and the corresponding
alteration in crystal structure.
Tangri (lj.9) determined the structure of a tetragonal
ordered phase observed under somewhat similar conditions in
the n-Mo system. His proposed structure is based on a block

Figure 17. The 10 a/o Re
alloy water quenched from
850®C showing retained V*
microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XI50.

Figure 18. The 9 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
775^C showing coarse band
microstructure»
ed
Polarized illumination.
XI50.

Figure 19. The 9 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
700°C showing the crosshatch
ih microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.
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Table lô. Results from examination of alloys quenched from
700 and 775°C after 12 and 8 hours at temperature
respectively
Heat
treat
ment*

Hard
ness MicroVHN structure

8

V.Q. 700°C

170

crosshatch

Y 0.043 in.

«b

9

V.Q. 700°G

109

crosshatch

V 0.04 in.-3

»b

10

V.Q. 700°C

161

crosshatch

Z k

9

V.Q. 772°c

101

deformation
bands and
crosshatch

Ï O.Olj. in.-2

10

V.Q. 775*0

lk3

normal

y k

12

V.Q. 775*0

173

normal

y 6

r

8

W.Q. 772*0

192

banded

a 0.0I| in.-l

<

9

W.Q. 775°C

151

banded

V 0-1

<^b

10

W.Q. 775°0

102

normal

y k'S

r

a/o
Re

ASTM
grain
size

X-ray
phases

y^+S(vw)

*The abbreviations V.Q. and W .Q. stand for vacuum
quenched and water quenched, respectively.
of 2 X 2 X 1 Zf cells and is shown in Figure 20. The results
of his structure determination for a cell with a^ = 6,92 £
and CQ = 3.3Ô S is shown in Table 19. The îf^ x-ray patterns
observed in the U-Re system agreed with the fundamental and
superlattice reflections shown in Table 19, Hence, it is
concluded that the

structure is isomorphous with the

tetragonal ordered phase observed by Tangri in the U-Mo
system. The V® structure can be considered as due to a
similar cell, except that the alloy is disordered and has a
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#

Uranium atoms

O

Sites occupied statistically
by U and Re atoms to
different degrees

Figure 20. Proposed structure of

/
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Tabla 19. Values calculated by Tangrl (49) for the
metastable tetragonal phase In the UsMo system
with lattice constants of a. = 6.92 A, c. = 3.38 A
and c/a = 0.488
bkl

Multiplicity
/o

111
220
201
311
400
002
112
331
421
222
312
440
402
332
531
620
203
512
223
313
442
532
403
641
622
423
800

8
4
8
16
4
2
8
8
16
8
16
4
8
8
16
8
8
16
8
16
8
16
8
16
16
16

pp4

^3

2
8

603
623

8
16

%

4

4

Calculated
intensity

<1
40
80
<1
31
13
<1
<1
100
49
<1
21
41
<1
<1
35
34
<1
<1
<1
29
<1
<1
52
51
50
11
5
<1
10
20
<1

Calculated
d (A)

2.806
2.449
2.442
1.840
1.732
1.694
1.610
1.467
1.409
1.394
1.339
1.225
1.210
1.176
1.121
1.093
1.068
1.060
1.026
1.004
0.992
0.973
0.942
0.924
0.920
0.913
0.866
0.842
0.830
0.816
0.807
0.787

Calculated
^ (CuKa^)

15.93
18.33
13.39
24.75
%.4o
27.0k
28.56
31.67
33.14
33.54
35.12
38.96
39.54
40.92
43.40
44 .8O
46.15
45.60
48.65
50.10
50.94
52.34
54.85
56.k7
56.85
57.53
62.80
66.17
68.13
70.72
72.6k
78.16

/

8o
c/a ratio a 0.5»
A high temperature diffractometer pattern of a 12.^ a/o
Re alloy taken after one hour at 685°C showed the

structure

(plus UO2 and UG as surface contaminants). This indicates
the y solid solution orders at temperature and not on
quenching.
As mentioned earlier, banding accompanied the alteration
in crystal structure. These bands were of two types. Figure
18 shows the coarse type observed in the 9 a/o Re alloy

vacuum quenched from 775^0. These bands were similar to those
observed next to hardness indentions in ï" alloys and are
referred to as "deformation bands". The other type of banded
microstructure consisted of fine woven bands hereafter refer
red to as the crosshatch structure. An example of this microstrUctural type is shown in Figure 19. Presumably both types
of banding are due to self deformation caused by the removal
of ordering or transformation stresses ( 5 0 , p. 8 3 ) .
Stability and decomposition modes

The retained ï" phase showed considerable stability.
For example, no decomposition of the retained V* phase in a
12,i; a/o Re alloy was detected after aging at room tempera
ture for 18 months. Similarly, a 10 a/o alloy composed of
retained IS' when heated at 95°C/hr underwent an exothermic
reaction between i}.8^°~550°C and an endothermic reaction at
61|8°C. The first inflection was due to the decomposition of
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y to oc while the second was the result of the equilibriim
oc

transformation.
Some information regarding the decomposition of the

rhenium-saturated

7f

phase at slow cooling rates was obtained.

Differential thermal cooling curves from alloys of composi
tion

2^,2, 35.46.0 and 56.1 a/o Re showed an anomaly

at about 570°-490°C on cooling from 900°C at approximately
90®C/hr.

This transformation temperature could apparently

be raised by starting at a lower temperature and cooling at a
lower rate.

For example, the 35.4 and ij.6.0 a/o alloys cooled

at 50°C/hr from 780° and 720°C, respectively, showed one
inflection each at 585°-500°C and 652^-570^0, respectively.
Diffraction patterns showed the uranium phase present at
room temperature to be oc uranium.

It is concluded that for

these alloys the transformations on cooling are not well
defined and that the thermal curves show considerable under
cooling and possible overlapping of two transformations.
two transformations occur they are possibly due to a
sequence rather than to the equilibrium

If

V%

sequence.

This possibility is discussed later.
The stability and mode of decomposition of retained

f"

alloys are illustrated by the following series of aging
experiments.

A 10 a/o retained

Ï* alloy initially water

quenched from 850°C was heated for one hour at 175°C, then
vacuum quenched and later examined.

This procedure was
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Table 20. Phases detected by x-ray analyses and microstructures observed after heat treating the V* and
"diffuse V* ** alloys for one hour at tenperatures
shown
Heattreating
temperature

Composition and Thermal Hlatory
10 a/o Re-U
10 a/o Re-U
Vacuum Q. 850 C
Water Q. 975 C

23®C

V°(sharp)
clean equi-axed grains

diffuse y
clean equl-axed grains

175°C

?*(sharp)
clean equi-axed grains

diffuse T'
clean equl-axed grains

25o°c

y(sharp)
clean equi-axed grains

diffuse
clean equl-axed grains

325°C

îf^( broadening)

diffuse IF
clean equi-axed grains

4oo°c

increased broad
ening)

oe

l;5o°c

8'+ oc
banded microstructure

oc
granular

5oo®c

et+ &

OC

granular
550*0

0C+ S
granular (loss of
anisotropy)

a
granular

600°G

Ot+ 6
granular + localized
precipitation

OC

granular

repeated at temperatures of 2^0, 325» 1+00,

500, 550 and

600®C. The results are shown in Table 20 and Figure 21.
Table 20 lists the phases detected by x-ray analyses as well
as the microstructural appearance. Figure 21 shows the hard
ness as a function of heat treating ten^erature.
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Figure 21, Hardness changes accompanying the heat treating
of the 10 a/o Re retained y* and "diffuse ï*" alloys after
one hour at temperatures shown

Bk
The x-ray dlffractometer patterns that accompanied this
series of heat treatments yielded a possible relationship
between the ordered tetragonal phase,

and the ^(UgRe}

intermediate phase. Figures 22a and 22b show the gradual
broadening of the

phase reflections. This broadening is

due to the formation of the ordered tetragonal phase.
Further heating resulted in the appearance of a super
saturated oc and what is postulated to be a transition phase
labeled

which is intermediate to

and é(U2Re). Contin

ued heating results in the rhenium-poor S' transition lattice
acquiring rhenium atoms at the expense of the supersaturated
oc.

This process continues until at 550°C the transitional &'

phase achieves its equilibrium configuration.
Figures 22c, 22d, 22e and 22f show the •' transition
reflections shifting from V-like positions to equilibrium 6
positions. One can argue that the f line broadening and 6'
peaks are merely the resultant of the y and t phase reflec
tions. However, the broadened (200)V peak at 32$°C has zero
intensity at 27.which is the equilibrium position of the
closest 6 phase reflection. Furthermore, at 500®C the &
reflection has a maximum at 27.0®^ and zero intensity at
26,6°0, the equilibrium position of the (200) V

reflection.

The assumption that there is a gradual transition from
the y phase to the & phase is not too absurd if one looks
closer at the S phase structure.

The Debye-Scherrer pattern

Figure 22. Room temperature x-ray dlffractometer patterns
showing stages in the
Qc +6 transformation

(a). After 1 hr at 325°C

(b). After 1 hr at ^00°C

(c). After 1 hr at

(d). After 1 hr at 500°C

(e). After 1 hr at 550®C

(f). After 1 hr at 600°C
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of & shows a relation to Y In that each y reflection Is
displaced towards higher theta values (contraction of unit
cell) and has apparently split Into two or three reflections.
A possible 6(TJgRe) structure based on three slde-by-alde BCC
cells Is shown In Figure 23. By i?ieasurlng the principal lines
In the S pattern and assuming the 3^1x1 structure one
can obtain experimental lattice parameters of a = 3*30 S,
b = 3*35 ^ and c = 10.03
A calculation based on a hard sphere model gave similar
results. Table 1 lists atomic radii of 1.5l & for uranium
and 1.34 & for rhenium at a coordination of eight. By using
these values and the possible 3 z 1 z 1 unit cell one obtains
a tetragonal unit cell of a = 3*35 & and c = 10.05 X. These
values agree well with the experimental values listed above.
It should be emphasized that the S

phase could not be

indexed on the basis of the 3x1x1 unit cell shown In
Figure 23. However, it does account for some of the principal
lines. The argument is presented only to show a possible
relation between the V uranium cell and the S()Inter
mediate phase, and the plausibility of the

and S' transi

tion states being intermediate to the two.
The microstructural changes accompanying the Tf" decomposi
tion were the appearance of a crosshatch structure followed by
a granular structure and later by localized precipitation.
The crosshatch structure is shown in Figure 24 and is seen to
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O RHENIUM ATOM
#

URANIUM ATOM

•

Figure 23.

0

•

Possible unit cell for 8 (UgRe)

Figure 21\., The 10 a/o Re retained V*
alloy vacuum quenched after 1 hr at
showing microstructure similar
to crosshatch
microstructure.
Polarized illumination. XIOO.

Figure 25. Electron micrograph of
the replicated granular microstructure
of a decomposed 10 a/o Re retained tf®
alloy. The two large particles are
carbide inclusions. Etchant; HNOo,
HAc. X2800.

Figure 26. The 10 a/o Re retained
alloy vacuum quenched after 1 hr at
600®C showing localized precipitation
at grain boundaries and inclusions in
granular matrix. Etchant: HNOo,
HAc. X250.
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be identical to that of the fy phase obtained on vacuma
quenching (Figure 19) from 700°C. The appearance of an un
resolved granular structure at higher temperature and the
subsequent loss in anisotropy is probably due to the growth
of 6 . An electron micrograph of the granular structure is
shown in Figure 25. The two large particles present have the
morphology of carbide particles (5l). At 600®C, the remaining
supersaturated oc decomposes to equilibrium cx+ S via a re
action which nucleates at grain boundaries and inclusions.
Figure 26 shows the nature of this localized precipitation.
If given time, it would eventually consume the irtiole grain.
The tremendous increase in hardness (Figure 21) accompa
nying the V" decomposition is probably associated with co
herency strains between the S' structure and the matrix from
which it grows and the fine dispersion of the resulting &
phase.
An interesting diffraction pattern was obtained from the
10 a/o Re alloy water quenched from 975°C. This pattern con
sisted of one very broad and flat peak of width

centered

near the (110)V peak. The microstructure showed no evidence
of decomposition. The stability and decomposition mode of
this structure are shown in Figure 21 and Table 20. It is
seen that its behavior is quite similar to the retained
alloy indicating the structure is very " y-like". The reason
for the "diffuse V" structure was not ascertained. It could
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be due to an orientation effect since the V grain size was
the largest encountered (average diameter = 0.12 in.). It
could also be the result of a heavily faulted structure in
which the glide components have been severely restricted as
may be the case for the diffuse w structure observed in NbZr and U-Zr alloys (52). It is interesting to note that unannealed filings taken from retained V alloys resulted in
diffractometer patterns that were identical to the "diffuse f"
structure.
Distorted oc Structures
Two metastable modifications of the normal orthorhombic
oc-uranium structure were observed for rapidly cooled f
alloys containing between 3*5 and 9 a/o Re. Figure 2? is a
schematic diagram showing the crystallographic differences in
x-ray patterns between the stable and metastable oc phases.
Figure 28 shows Debye-Scherrer photographs of normal oc ura
nium and the two observed metastable modifications.
The Oc-phase modifications are designated oc' and oc", the
superscripts indicating a departure from the equilibrium
structure as determined by x-ray diffraction techniques. The
oc' modification is a result of a relative contraction of the

b parameter with slight expansions along the a and c axes of
the normal oc-uranium structure. The oc" modification occurs
at higher rhenium content and is due to a relative contraction

Figure 27. Schematic diagram showing the crystallographic
differences between the stable oe phase and the metastable
oc' and oc" phases in the uranimi-rheniim system

Figure 28. Debye-Scherrer photographs showing the crystal
lographic differences between the stable oc phase and the
metastable Oc' and oc" phases in the uranium-rhenium system:
(a), equilibrium oc pattern from 100^ U alloy water quenched
from 850®C, (b). metastable oc' pattern from 5 a/o alloy
water quenched from 850°C, (c). metastable oc" pattern from
9 a/o Re alloy water quenched from 850°C.
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of the b parmmeter, together with & change

tram an ortho-

rhombic oc. structure to a aonoclinlc structure*

Similar

me tas table structures are observed In the TJ-Mo system (53)#

As in the case of the metastable V structures, sub
scripts are used to indicate metallographlc Identification.
Aclcular, banded and nucleatlon and growth structures are
designated by the subscripts "a", "b" and "n", respectively.
Thus, an alloy exhibiting a banded microstructure and which
was found by x-ray analysis to have undergone a contraction
In the b parameter of the normal orthorhomblc structure is
designated oc^.

This follows the nomenclature proposed by

Lehmann and Hills

for metastable U-Ho alloys.

Metallographic structures associated with the oc' and cc"
phases are shown in Figures

29

through

32.

The observed

structures varied from granular to very-fine crossed bands
(Crosshatch structure) to mixtures of fine and coarse bands

which often were very acicular in nature. The type of microstructure obtained appeared to be directly associated with
cooling rate and composition and not with the crystallographlc
phase present, i.e., orthorhomblc oc' or monoclinlc oc".
Vacuum quenching yielded microstructures which at low
rhenium compositions were granular and which with increasing
rhenium content developed a crosshatch structure (conqpare
Figures

29

and

32).

Water quenching yielded much coarser

structures which at all compositions were considered banded.

Figure 29. The 6 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
850®G showing crosshatch
and granular appearing oc"
microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

Figure 30. The 6 a/o Re
alloy water water quenched
from 850 C showing oc'
microstructure consisting
of coarse and fine bands.
Polarized illumination.
XIOO.

Figure 31. The 7 a/o Re
alloy water quenched from.
850®C showing oc" microstructure consisting of
coarse and fine bands.
Polarized illumination.
XI50.

Figure 32. The 8 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
975 C showing crosshatch a"
microstructure. Note
cruciforms around carbide
particles. Polarized
illumination. X160.
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At the higher rhenim contents it was often difficult to say
whether the structure should be termed banded or acicular
(see Figures 30 and 31). -In Figure 30 the large light and
dark regions are undoubtedly twin bands. It is difficult to
say whether the material perpendicular to the dark bands and
at

angles to the light bands is due to twin bands or

precipitate platelets. The same problem arises in identify
ing the "fine bands" that are perpendicular to the medium
size "bands" and so on. The nature of the oc' and oc" microstructures is further discussed in a later chapter.
Lattice parameters a^, b^, c^ and angle V of the a'
and

oc" structures^

were determined using specimens water

quenched from 850®C. The results are represented by solid
lines in Figure

33.

The main features are:

(1) The values-of a^ and CQ increase slightly with
increasing rhenium content.
(2) The value of b^ decreases markedly with increasing
rhenium, content.
(3) A gradual increase in angle y from 90.0® at 6 a/o
Re to 92.2° at 9 a/o Re.
^Indices were assigned to the oc" reflections by making
rough lattice parameter measurements and from these calculat
ing line positions, assuming a monoclinic structure, by use
of the computer pr^^vam described earlier.
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Figure 33« Lattice psurameters of the oc' and oc" structures
developed on water quenching from 850®C
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The effect of Introducing rhenium atoms into the %uranium lattice may be explained in the following manner.
Figure 3lj., which is due to Holden (1, p. 27), shows the
atomic distances in oc uranium. The unequal distances give
an ellipsoidal shape to each uranium atom rather than a
spherical shape. Assuming that each atom behaves as a hard
particle, the rhenium atoms may be represented as hard spheres
of radius 1.300 S when in a coordination of twelve, and ura
nium atoms may be represented as hard ellipsoids having the
dimensions of 1.381, 1.^26, I.63O and 1.660 ^ along the
directions shown in Figure 3k»

The substitution of rhenium

spheres into the lattice of ellipsoids results in the cal
culated changes shown as open circles in Figure 33*

These

calculations were based on geometric reasoning and assuming
the solution process can be represented as the substitution
of Incompressible spherical rhenium atoms into a lattice of
incompressible ellipsoidal uranium atoms. Replacement of
some of the ellipsoidal uranium atoms by rhenium atoms re
sulted in a notable contraction of the b^ parameter with a
slight increase in the Cq parameter while the a^, value
remained nearly constant. The deviation in experimental and
calculated lattice parameters may be ascribed to the elec
tronic interaction which was ignored for the purpose of this
rough calculation.
The layered corrugated structure of oc uranium results
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BOND

INTERATOMIC

DISTANCE

AB, CD, GH,IJ,

2.852 I

AG, BD, EF, GI,HJ

2.762

A

GF, HF, CE. DE

3.322

Â

OF, DF, 1^ JF 1

3.261

A

GE.HE, AE, BE ^

CELL

4.945

2.852

Figure 3h» Interatomic distances in the oc-uranium structure
as taken from Holden (1, p. 27)
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from a combination of metallic bonding and hybridization of
atomic orbitals to form covalent bonds. The uranium con
figuration has been likened to a trigonal bypyramid as in
PCl^ by Pauling (19, p. ^13), the big difference being the
absence of an atom in oc uranium at one of the corners of the
equatorial triangle. Pauling suggests that this position is
occupied by two 73 electrons. The location of the electrons
is in the <010> direction which is the direction of weak
bonding in the crystal. This b^ parameter decreased as the
rhenium content increased, the shorter bond being an indi
cation of strengthing in this direction. In addition, the
bond angle within the corrugated layers increased with
increasing rhenium content, tending to smooth out the layers.
Direct Y-*oc Transformation
Duwez (55) has shown that rates of cooling up to
10,000°C/sec from the JT phase do not prevent the formation,
in order, of ^ and oc In pure uranium. This sequence of
phase changes at fast cooling rates is also observed for U-Re
alloys containing less than about 3.5 a/o Re, Some obser
vations supporting this sequence of phase changes are;
(1) For alloys containing less than 3.5 a/o Re which
were oc at room temperature, two thermal arrests
were detected on cooling.
(2) Irregular oc grains, similar to those obtained on
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quenching pure uranium, were observed on vacuum
quenching the 1 a/o Re alloy.
(3)

Duplicate a l l o y specimens, w i t h the same thermal
and mechanical histories, containing 1 a/o Re
were vacuum quenched from within the
fields, respectively.

and V

The microstruetures as well

as the hardness were nearly identical in both the
p

and

y

quenched specimens.

Thus, it would seem that under these conditions the forma
tion of Intermediate p

is not suppressed.

In the section on ^ phase retention it was shown that
as the rhenium content increased the /Ô—• OC

transformation

temperature was lowered and that the stability of the fi
phase increased with increasing rhenium content.

Inspection

of Tables 12 tlirouK.h l5 show that on either water quenching
or vacuum

quenching

from the X

while the i|. a/o alloy was oc'.

region the 3 a/o alloy was
If the ^ phase had formed in

the Ij. a/o alloy, one would expect it to be present at room
temperature.

The absence of the

phase suggests a direct

y —»«' transformation at fast cooling rates.
This viewpoint is further supported by the following
observations :
(1)

A 3 . 8 a / o R e a l l o y w a t e r q u e n c h e d f r o m t h e "JT

region

had an oc' structure while one cooled at a slower
rate (I}.00®C/hr) had a p

structure.
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(2)

The k a/o Re alloy cooled a t 25°C/hr had retained
fff present, while as mentioned above the rapidly
cooled alloys were completely converted to oc'.

(3)

The microstructure of the

Oc'

or

Oc"

alloys all

showed straight grain boundaries (Figure 35) which
were those of the original
retained )û

JT

grains.

All the

alloys showed very irregular grain

boundaries (Figure

36)*

Likewise, any

oc

formed

from fâ had highly irregular grain boundaries
(Figure 37).

Had the ot' or cc" formed via a double

transformation, i.e.,

the micros true ture

would be expected to be Irregular.
Thus, at fast cooling rates,

the postulation of a direct

y-»cc*

transformation is necessary to explain the observed behavior.
This behavior along with certain other aspects of the
reaction kinetics observed in U-Re alloys can be rationalized
by considering the hypothetical continuous cooling diagram
shown in Figure 38.

In this it is imagined the alloy is

cooled at varying rates from a chosen temperature In the
range to some lower temperature.

%

The start of transformation

from one phase to another is then plotted as a function of
time and temperature.

If the alloy is cooled from the

If

range at various rates, various transformations may occur.
At rate 1,

y will transform to /â

At rate 2,

y

which will transform to

oc ,

will transform to ^ , which would be retained to

Figure 35. The 1*. a/o Re alloy
water quenched from 850 C showing
the banded microstructure of the
oc' state amidst prior If grain
boundaries. Polarized illumination.
XIOO.

Figure 36. The 4 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
662®C showing highly ir
regular /3 grains. Polar
ized illumination. Xl50.

Figure 37. The 1 a/o Re
alloy vacuum quenched from
662®C showing highly ir
regular ot grains. Polar
ized illumination. Xl50.
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room tençerature, or transformed to martens!tic oc depending
on the Mg and
directly to
and at rate

temperatures. At rate 3, y will transform
by diffusion controlled nucleation and growth,

OC

depending whether Mg is above or below room

temperature, y would be retained or transformed to martensitic oc • All of these reactions are found in the U-Re
system.
/

Sequence of Phase Changes
In the preceding sections it has been shown that during
the transformation of If to
Cx",

OC,

the transition structures oc^,

or 3f* may be rendered metastable. Figure 39 summa

rizes the effect of composition, cooling rate and quenching
temperature in producing these metastable structures. The
mode of formation of these structures, and their relationship
to cooling rates may be explained in the following manner.
It has been proposed by others (56) that increasing
additions of molybdenum progressively stiffen the uranium
lattice, thus making it more and more resistant to shear, and
that the effect of increased cooling rate is to favor the
shear process. This presumably arises from increased hydro
static pressures caused by faster cooling rates and also from
Increased transformation stresses due to faster rates of
transformation, once shear has started. Tangri also proposed
that an optimum value of the ratio of quenching stresses to
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on the structures produced in the uranium-rhenium system
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lattice stiffening, which for convenience of discussion was
called the "stress/stiffening ratio", is required to generate
any given martens!tic phase,
Hatt and Roberts ($2) have shown from x-ray diffraction
work on a 50 a/o U-Zr single crystal that the oc structure
can be generated from a BCC y structure by a shear on {112}y
planes in a <lll>y direction. They furthermore, developed a
crystallographic model which explains the generation of the
oc', oc" and y® structures in the uranium-molybdenum system by

progressively restricting the amount of shear. Whereas shear
on only one set of {112}y planes is required to generate the
oc' and oc" structures, two sets of {112}y planes are involved

in the generation of J"® structure.
In the light of these observations the following argu
ment may be developed. Consider the projection of atoms in
the BCC y structure onto a (110)y plane (Figure i|.0). It
may be seen that a critical amount of shear AC is required to
change the value of angle 7S to 90° and thus generate an
orthorhombic structure.

On water quenching alloys containing

3*5 to 6.5 a/o Re, the optimum stress/stiffening ratio is
realized, thus producing the critical amount of shear required
to generate the oc' structure. With increasing rhenium addi
tions, the lattice is steadily stiffened until with 7*0 a/o Re
content the lattice is too stiff to permit the critical amount
of shear.

Only a limited shear AB is produced resulting in an

Ill

cc

\ I — —»

\ «BMB —*»

MW

\

MMM

# ATOMS IN PLANE 2=0, O ATOMS IN PLANE z4
Figure ij.0. Projection of atoms in BCC structure onto a (110)
BCC plane showing the sequence of (112} BCC planes
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angle y of 90.8°, thus yielding a monoclinic Oc" atructuro.
Further additions of rhenium progressively restrict the amount
of shear, thus causing angle V to steadily increase to a
value of 92.2°, as observed in the 9 a/o alloy. In highly
stiffened lattices, as for example in alloys containing 10, 12
and li|. a/o Re only a very limited amount of shear takes place
resulting in the generation of the îf" structure.
During the development of this argument, the author's
attention was drawn to a similar interpretation explaining the
occurrence of metastable phases in the uranium-molybdenum
system (56).
The effect of slower cooling rate in a lattice of any
given rhenium content and thus of a given stiffness will
relatively restrict the amount of shear. This would explain
the generation of the cc" structure on water quenching the
9 a/o alloy from 850°C which on vacuum quenching under identi
cal conditions yielded a îf* structure. It can be seen in
Figure 39 that, in each case, the effect of rapid quenching
is to produce a structure further removed from the parent BCC
phase than that obtained with slower cooling, indicating that
severe quenching causes the transformation to go towards
completion.
This effect is well Illustrated by the photomicrographs
of a 9 a/o Re alloy vacuum quenched (Figure i|,l) and water
quenched (Figure Zj.2) from 975°C. The rapidly cooled alloy
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Figure l|.l. The 9 a/o Re alloy vacuum quenched from 97# G
showing clean equi-axed grains of y® structure. Compare
with Figure i|.2. Polarized illumination, Xl^O.

Figure 1|2, The 9 a/o Re alloy water quenched from 975 C
showing single-phase, martensitic-like oc" structure.
Compare with Figure l|.l. Polarized illumination. XIOO.
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has undergone a shear transfonnation, while the slower cooled
alloy appears untransformed. Work by Hills et

(2^) on

end quenched U-Mo rods showed similar structural variations.
The slow cooled end of f ZO a/o molybdenum rod so quenched
showed y* whereas the structure of the rapidly cooled end
was oc". An end-quenched 7«5 a/o molybdenum rod had an oc"
structure throughout its length but the x-ray pattern of the
rapidly quenched region showed only a little line splitting,
indicating that its monoclinic angle was very near 90°, i.e.,
the structure was approaching oc'.
Similar observations have been reported for the metastable w phase in Ti-Zr alloys (^7)»

The w structure can

be regarded as an intermediate between the BCC high tempera
ture phase and the low temperature HOP structure arising from
an incomplete shearing of {112}^ planes in ^111)/? directions
(50). This structure was obtained by a slower cooling of
alloys of composition ij.0-80 a/o zirconium; rapid quenching
caused the transformation to ot' to go to completion.
Metallographic Observations
General considerations
Various metallographic observations have been presented
in earlier sections to substantiate certain arguments. In
this section, metallographic observations not previously
discussed are presented and their relationship to earlier

/
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argumants are developed.
After all heat treatments, each of the alloys was
examined for hardness, grain size, crystal structure, microstructure and in some instances, density. The results of
these examinations are tabulated in Tables 9 through l5.
Many of these tabulated results are presented graphically in
Figures 1^.3 through 1^.8.
Density measurements
The as-cast and homogenized alloys were examined for
density. The results of these examinations are tabulated in
Tables 9 and 10.
The 1, 2 and 3 a/o Re alloys contained numerous small
cracks and voids that led to the low density values reported
for these compositions. At other compositions the density
change with con^osition and structure is small and not
regular. This is not surprising since the x-ray densities
of the oc,

and V forms at room temperature^ are 19.07,

18.80 and 18.82 g/cm^. Likewise, Jackson ejb al, (21+) report

gravimetrically determined densities of 18.97 and 18.53 for
^he x-ray density of oc uranium at room temperature is
that listed by Klepfer and Chiotti (6). The value for /J»
uranium is calculated from Thewlis» (l+O) values of a and b
as corrected to room teriQ)erature using the coefficients of
thermal expansion as determined by Klepfer and Chiotti (6).
The value for y uranium is calculated from the a^, at 800°C
and coefficient of thermal expansion as reported by Klepfer
and Chiotti (6).
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Some results from examination of as-cast alloys
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Some results from examination of alloys cooled
at 25®C/hr after Ij. days at 82^°C
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Figure 1^5# Some results from examination of alloys water
quenched after ij. hours at 850®C
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Figure i|.6. Some results from examination of alloys
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Figure i|.7» Some results from examination of alloys homogen
ized for 2 hours at 8^0°C and then water quenched after 30
minutes at
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the S(U2Re) and S(I3Re2) intermediate phases» respectively.
Also, the samples weighed less than

3

grams, thus magnifying

the error in weight measurements; and room temperature fluc
tuations were difficult to control. Since the density
changes were small and the inherent error large for small
specimens, the density determinations were discontinued.
The observed density values are of the proper magnitude
and reflect the similarity in density of the various phases.
The low densities of the /3 structures are due to the numerous
cracks and voids at these compositions. The If alloys are
more dense than expected and this is partly due to a contrac
tion of the BCC cell on the addition of rhenium atoms.
As mentioned earlier, the as-cast 1, 2 and 3 a/o Re
alloys had numerous small cracks present. During cooling of
these compositions, /3 forms at the low end of the temperature
gradient and is accompanied by a volume decrease.

The

geometry of the as-cast button does not lend itself readily
to a quantitative treatment, especially when unidirectional
cooling is involved. A qualitative explanation is proposed.
Consider a pieplate of

uranium supporting supercooled 16

uranium. The H will transform at this interface and in so
doing wishes to contract. The contraction is restricted by
the underlying

uranium, resulting in tangential and radial

tension in the newly formed

phase. The V at the interface

will be in compression thus resulting in a longitudinal
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tension in the newly formed

• The result of the near hydro

static tension in the newly formed ft will be to prevent
plastic flow and when the residual stress exceeds the fracture
stress, cracks will develop.
For alloys containing more than 3*5 a/o Re, the aa-cast
buttons were free of cracks. Had any ^3 formed during the
rapid cooling, cracks would be expected in the as-cast
buttons. This is further evidence for the direct Y—'OC'Ccx")
transformation.
Hardness
The hardness-composition curves for either vacuum
quenched or water quenched y alloys were quite similar. The
general shape of the curve is explained in the following
manner. The Initial oc hardening is a combined solid solu
tion and precipitation hardening effect. The early disconti
nuity is due to the higher inherent hardness of the ft solid
solution. The increase in ^ hardness with composition is a
combined solid solution (due to supersaturation) and pre
cipitation hardening effect.
The linear decrease in hardness with composition of the

cx' and oc" structures

is puzzling. At first glance it might

appear that the decrease is associated with the coarsening of
the structure, i.e., the appearance of bands and large len
ticular plates. However, comparison of vacuum quenched and
water quenched microstructures disproves this and indicates

12k
the softening is Inherent in the transition structure. An
other possibility is that as the rhenium content is increased,
the tendency for precipitation is lessened (possibly due to
the 7f-*oc',oc" reaction occurring at a lower temperature); and
at the lower compositions an early stage of precipitation oc
curs which is undetectable by normal x-ray and metallographic
techniques»

It has been shown by others (33) that precipi

tated phases that are undetectable by normal x-ray and metal
lographic techniques are often found to markedly affect hard
ness. In any event, the continuous and gradual hardness
change in passing from Ï* to oc" to oc' lends credence to the
argument that

oc" and oç' are intermediate transition states

in the formation of oc from V •
The hardness minimum of the V quenched alloys is always
associated with the first appearance of the ductile ï* struc
ture. The increase in hardness at higher rhenium contents
is due to the grain boundary network of € phase.
Figure Ij,9 contrasts the difference in hardness for the
vacuum quenched, water quenched and slow cooled alloys. The
anomaly at 1 a/o is due to retention of the /3 phase on water
quenching from the y field whereas vacuum quenching yielded
OC• The higher hardness of the ij. and 5 a/o Re alloys vacuum
quenched from the

region is due to the formation of a

detectable second phase. Water quenching of these composi
tions from the

field resulted in apparent single phase
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structures*

The anomaly at the minimum for y quenched alloys

is due to the effect of cooling rate on structure produced,
i.e., oc" or Ï*. At higher rhenium contents, the slightly
higher values for V quenched alloys may be attributed to a
precipitation hardening effect. The similarity in hardness
at higher rhenium contents of the yS quenched and slow cooled
2f alloys is interesting. The uranium phase present was /Q
in one case and oc in the other, thus the hardness is probably
governed by the h phase distribution which was similar in
both cases.
Grain size
The results of the grain size measurements are shown
graphically In Figures L\.3 through ij.8. It is seen that all
heat treatments used resulted in similar y grain sizes that
were quite large except at relatively high rhenium contents.
The reason for the restricted grain growth at high rhenium
contents Is undoubtedly the grain boundary network of UReg
particles.
An interesting grain size trend for retained

alloys

obtained on y quenching is also readily seen. The ,3 grain
size of water quenched alloys decreased with increasing
rhenium content whereas on vacuum quenching the ^ grain size
increased with increasing rhenium content. This effect is
probably associated with the greater degree of supercooling
of the

reaction on water quenching and the resulting
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larger number of nucleation sites.
Microstructures
Representative microstructures for vacuum quenched and
water quenched V alloys are shown in Figures $0 through 53*
The y quenched pure uranium alloy (Figure 50a) was
characterized by irregular grain boundaries and highly twinned
grains. A similar microstructure was observed in the 1 a/o
Re alloys vacuum quenched from 8^0° and 975°C (Figure 5la and
53a). The 1 a/o Re alloys water quenched from 850® or 975°C
were retained

(Figure 52a). The retained yO phase at these

compositions, as shown earlier, decomposed at room temperature
by the isothermal growth of martensitic oc plates In the
matrix. The 2 and 3 a/o Re alloys either vacuum quenched or
water quenched from 850° or 975^0 were retained

(Figures

50b, 5lb, 53b and 53c). The retained /3 at these compositions
was quite stable and no decomposition at room temperature was
detected. The grain boundaries in these alloys were often
characterized by a sawtooth appearance.
For water quenched alloys containing

to 9 a/o Re, the

Mg temperature for the direct If -*oc%oc") transformation lies
above that for the

transformation and only oc' or oc"

is observed in the microstructure of these alloys. These
alloys were distinguished by smooth y grain boundaries and
coarse microstructures which at all compositions were banded
and/or acicular in appearance. Figures 50c through 50g and

Figure $0, Representative microstructures of a series of
alloys water quenched after 1^. hours at 8^0°C

(a). The 100^ U alloy
showing twinned oc grains.
Polarized illumination.
X150.

(b). The 3 a/o Re alloy
showing retained
microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XlOO,

(c). The ij. a/o Re alloy
showing banded oc' phase.
Polarized illumination.
XlOO.

(d). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing large bands and
fine bands or plates of
Ot' microstructure. Polar
ized illumination. XlOO.

(e). The 7 a/o Re alloy
showing acicular appearing
oc" mlcrostructure. Polar
ized illumination. XlOO.

(f). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing banded ot" microstructure. Polarized
illumination. Xl^O.

(g). The 9 a/o Re alloy
showing banded oc" microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XlOO.

(h). The 10 a/o Re alloy
showing y* microstructure.
Polarized illumination.
Xl50.

;

Figure 5l» Representative microstructures of a series of
alloys vacuum quenched after I4. hours at 8^0 C

(a). The 1 a/o Re alloy
showing irregular and
twinned oc grains.
Polarized illumination.
XIOO.

( b ) . The 3 a/o Re alloy
showing retained ii microstructure. Note sawtooth
appearance of p grain
boundaries. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(c). The 1| a/o Re alloy
showing the granular
appearing oc' phase and
small amounts of a second
phase (white). Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(d). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing the mixed crosshatch and granular appear
ing a" phase. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(e). The 7 a/o Re alloy
showing the coarse crosshatch ot" phase. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(f). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing the crosshatch a"
microstructure. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(g). The 9 a/o Re alloy
showing the ï* microstructure. Polarized
illviraination. XIOO.

(h). The 14 a/o Re alloy
showing y* phase with grain
boundary network of UR@2'
Polarized illumination.
XIOO.
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Figure $2, Representative microstructurea of a series of
alloys water quenched after i hour at

(a). The 1 a/o Re alloy
showing retained
Polarized illumination.
Xl^O.

(b). The 5 a/o Re alloy
showing banded oc'* Polar
ized illumination. Xl^O.

(c). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing coarse bands of
oc'. Polarized illumination.
Xl50.

(d). The 7 a/o Re alloy
showing acicular appearing
ot' and a pinned " Ï " grain
boundary. Polarized
illumination. XIOO.

(e). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing acicular appearing
Polarized illumination.
oc*.
X150.

(f). The 10 a/o Re alloy
having "diffuse
" struc
ture. Polarized illumina
tion. XIOO.

(g). The 12 a/o Re alloy
showing equi-axed V*.
Polarized Illumination.
X150.

(h). The 14 a/o Re alloy
showing equi-axed V*.
Polarized illumination.
Xl20.

Figure 53* Representative mlcrostruQtiires of a series of
alloys vacuum quenched after ^ hour at 97^ 0

(a). The 1 a/o Re alloy
showing irregular and
twinned oc grains•
Polarized illumination.
Xl^O.

(b). The 2 a/o Re alloy
showing retained ^3 microstructure* Polarized
illumination. Xl^O.

(c). The 3 a/o Re alloy
showing retained
microstructure, Polarized
illumination. Xl50.

(d). The i|. a/o Re alloy
showing granular cc' and a
second phase (white material
along grain boundary).
Polarized illumination.
Xl50.

(e). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing mixed granular and
crosshatch appearing ot"
Polarized
raicrostructure.
illumination. Xl^O.

(f). The 7 a/o Re alloy
showing crosshatch oc" microstructure. Polarized
illumination. Xl^O.

(g). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing crosshatch oc" microstructure. Polarized
illumination. Xl60.

(h). The 10 a/o Re alloy
showing I* structure and
discontinuous grain growth.
Polarized illumination.
Xl50.
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52b through $2e are representative of these microatructures.
For vacuum quenched alloys containing i| to 8 a/o Re a
similar direct V—•oc'Coc") behavior was observed except for
the Ij. and 5 a/o alloys where a second phase was detectable.
Vacuum quenching yielded microstructures which at low rhenium
compositions were granular and which with increasing rhenium
content developed a crosshatch structure.

Representative

microstructures of the vacuum quenched alloys are shown in
figures ^Ic through ^If and 53d through 53g*
The reason for the different appearing oc' and oc" microstructures and their dependency on cooling rate and conçosition is not readily evident.

An interpretation that explains

the observed microstructures is as follows.
It was shown earlier that the ordered tetragonal
phase having a crosshatch microstructure formed low in the %
region and that this phase yielded a granular structure after
transforming to oc on aging.

Tliis behavior possibly explains

the oc' and oc" microstructures seen in the vacuum quenched
alloys.

Presumably, on vacuum quenching the cooling rate is

slow enough that the alloys order to form

as an inter

mediate transition state. The characteristic crosshatch
microstructure of the

oc' or oc" phase.

phase is thus given to the resulting

The ot' or oc" platelets would thus be too

small to be resolved in the optical microscope due to the
small size of the bands making up the

crosshatch
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structure.

The observed change from a crosshatch to a granu

lar structure is due to the presence of a second phase which
in the case of the i|. and 5 a/o alloys was detectable by normal
x-ray techniques.
On water quenching from the ÎT
sufficient time for ordering and the
form.

region, there is not
structure does not

Also, the thermal gradient and quenching stresses

developed on water quenching are more severe than during
vacuum quenching.

Hills ejt

(59) and Butcher and Hatt (60)

have shown that retained y® alloys in the U-Ho system deform
by twinning mechanisms which results in coarse-banded
microstructures.

Y*

Thus, on water quenching, coarse twin bands

may form followed by transformation to oc' or oc" by the growth
of lenticular plates.

The size of the resulting ot' or oc"

platelets would be governed by the size of the twin bands, or
if twinning was absent by the size of the parent }f grain.
Thus in 7icure $0d, the large bands would be twin bands and
the smaller bands lenticular plates of OC',
twinning of the V

In figure $0e,

phase was restricted resulting in the

formation of large lenticular plates of oc" followed at a lower
temperature by the necessarily smaller lenticular plates of
Ot".

In Figures 52b and 52c, the coarse bands would be twin

bands within which lenticular plates of Oc' form.
This scheme with some modification allows interpretation
of all the observed oc' and oc" microstructures,

For example.
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the microstructiire of the 8 a/o Re alloy water quenched from
975°C shown in Figures % and 55 could be interpreted in the
following manner.

On cooling below the Mg ten^erature the

large lenticular ot" plates (mainly at ^5°) form a network in
the supercooled Jf matrix.

The resulting transformation and

quenching stresses cause the "boxed-off" y

to deform by

twinning giving rise to the vertical bands (some horizontal).
The vertical bands then transform to oc" and the resulting
transformation stresses cause slip along the twinned surfaces.
This results in deformation of the oc" plates (white) that
were not part of the original oc" network.

Figure 55 shows the

fine structure of the vertical bands and a deformed Oc" plate.
As the rhenium content Increases, the Mg temperature
falls below room temperature.

Thus, for vacuum quenched

alloys containing 9 a/o Re or more and for water quenched
alloys containing 10 a/o Re or more the îf® phase is stabilized
at room temperature.

Figures 50h, 5lg, 5lh, 52g, 52h and 53h

show the characteristic equi-axed microstructure.
Representative microstructures of a series of alloys
cooled at 25°C/hr after Ij. days at 825°C are shown in Figure
56.

The 1 a/o Re alloy (not shown) was characterized by

twinned and very irregular oc grains which would be expected
from the double transformation ( U-»>^-»ot),

The 2 a/o alloy

consisted of a matrix of fQ and oc uranium and a discontinuous
precipitate of h . Figure 56a shows small equi-axed grains of
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Figure ^1^0 The 8 a/o Re alloy water quenched from 975 C
showing coarse bands (white—mainly at 1+5°) and intermediate
size vertical bands (some horizontal). Polarized illumina
tion. Xl50.

Figure 55» Same alloy and orientation as in Figure
but
showing the fine structure of the vertical bands and a
deformed plate (white). Polarized illumination. X750.

Figure 56. Representative microstructures of the series
of alloys cooled at 25°C/hr after ij. days at 825°C

(a). The 2 a/o Re alloy
showing small "pseudo oc "
grains in
matrix.
Polarized illumination.

(b). The 3 a/o He alloy
showing discontinuous h
in unetched
+ ec matrix.
Stchant: HNO^, HAc. X925.

Xl50.

(c). The U a/o Re alloy
showing nearly continuous 6
precipitate (dark) in
unetched ot +
matrix
(light). Electrolytic
etch. Xl50.

(d). The $ a/o Re alloy
showing 6 precipitate
(dark) in oc matrix (light).
Etchant: hno3, HAc. X280.

(e). The 6 a/o Re alloy
showing oc(light) and &
(dark). Etchant: HNOo,
HAc. X280.

(f). The 7 a/o Re alloy
showing acicular nature of
oc. Etchant: HNO?, HAc.
X200.

(g). The 8 a/o Re alloy
showing decrease in acicular
Oc. Polarized illumination.

(h). The 9 a/o Re alloy
showing irregular shaped
regions of fine duplex
oc+S lamellar structure.
Polarized illumination,

XI50.

XI50,

Ikl
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oc in the coarse ^ matrix.

This oc structure is similar in

appearance to a "psuedo OC " structure reported by Hills et al,
(61) for U-Mo alloys.

They report that this phase forms in

the high temperature oc region and presumably consists of a
duplex lamellar structure of oc + S within the visible
"psuedo oc " grains.

The discontinuous & precipitate present

In the 2 and 3 a/o alloy is illustrated in Figure 56b.
In the 4 and 5 a/o Re alloys the S phase was present in
the form of platelets (often parallel) which were nearly con
tinuous as shown in Figure 56c and 56d.

Figure 56c also shows

a continuous yff network outlining the prior jr grain bound
aries.

In the 4 a/o alloy, the matrix consisted mainly of /û

with some oc present.

Presumably the 0C-/0 boundaries are

not visible due to the non-selectivity of the etchant.

On

cooling the hypoeutectold alloys, uranium-rich fû nucleates
along y grain boundaries.

On further cooling, coring of the

phase results giving rise to concentration gradients
within jtf.

Precipitation of S will occur at the rhenium-rich

/3 interfaces.

This retards lateral growth and gives rise to

transverse growth of the

phase.

The regular decrease in the amount of retained /Û with
increasing rhenium content is interesting.
was heavily
5 a/o alloy.

The 2 a/o alloy

while only a small amount was present in the
Possibly, the increasing amounts of & promote

formation of a from p by acting as nucleation sites.
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Another possibility is that two reactions are competing for
i.e., the hypoeutectoid t/S and the direct Y—#cc reac
tions.

The latter possibility seems the most plausible.

The 6 a/o Re alloy was free of retained fd and its microstructure (Pif^ure 56e) was more acicular in appearancs than
those of lesser rhenium contents.

As the rhenium content

increased further the acicular appearance lessened (Figures
56f and S6g) and was nearly absent in the 9 a/o alloy (Figure
56h).

These were replaced by optically active Irregularly

shaped regions which appeared to consist of a duplex lamellar
structure.

An electron micrograph of this duplex lamellar

structure of OC + 6 present in the 10 a/o Re alloy is shown in
Figure 57.'
Relation to Other Systems
Metaatable transition phases are found in a number of
alloy systems in which the 3CC structure is stable only at
high temperature.

The tendency towards metastable transition

phase formation is most pronounced during the BCC-+HGP
transformation.

This group is of particular interest in this

investigation since the oc-uranium structure is like hexagonal
metals except that successive layers of atoms in the basal
plane are skewed back and forth in the <010> direction (62).
By comparing the (K-uranium cell with the orthohexagonal cell
for a HOP structure, one obtains b/a = 2.06 and c/a = 1.73

(

Figure 57» The 10 a/o Re alloy cooled at 2.$ C/hr after 4
days at 825®C showing duplex oc + 6 lamellar structure.
Etchant: HNO?, HAc. Chromium shadowed carbon replica,
X5600.
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for oc-uriml'um conçared to b/a = 1.73 and c/a = I.63 for a
HOP structure.

The addition of rhenium atoms to the oc-

uranium lattice has little effect on the c/a ratio while the
b/a ratio decreases; thus, making oc-uranium more "hexagonal
like".

It should also be pointed out that the shear mechanism

propoaed earlier for the U-Re system is merely an extension
of Burgers' shear mechanism for the BCC-*HCP transformation.
The nature of the metastable transition phases observed
for the BGC-»HCP transformation is shown in Table 21.

At

low solute concentration the transformation occurs ;^(BCC)-»
oc'{HCP) by Burgers' shear mechanism.

The effect of increasing

solute content is to stiffen the lattice making it more resis
tant to shear.

This results in a transition phase further

removed from the HOP structure.

At medium solute concentra

tions a metastable transition phase forms via a mechanism
that requires shorter atom movements.

At higher solute con

centrations the product may be diffuse w(the x-ray reflec
tions are diffuse; hence, the name diffuse u>) accompanied by
a supersaturated /3' or BCT /S"* phase.

The diffuse u> structure

presumably arises from incomplete glide due to lattice
stiffening resulting in a heavily faulted structure.
higher solute concentrations the

At

phase is stabilized and

aging is required for the appearance of the metastable
transition phases.
As mentioned earlier, metastable transition phases have
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Table 21.

Metastable trsmsltion phases and orientation
relationships during the BCC-*HCP transformation

Relative
composition

Metastable
phase

Low solute
concentration

<*'(HCP)
(supersaturated a. )

Medium solute
concentration

oo(C32 hexagonal)

High solute
concentration

diffuse w(faulted w structure)
+
/ô"(tetragonal c/a>l)
<001)W (001)

<0001)HOP II <110>B00
„ <111)goo

<2110>gS *» (101>BCC

XPXsolute rich)
Remarks:

Orientation
relationships

(lOOgg^ \\ (lOO)^^^

All found In Zr-Nb alloys (63).
w, and diffuse <o In Zr-U alloys (52, 58)*
a', to found in Tl-V (6k), Tl-Cr (65),
Ti-Mn (66), Tl-Pe (66), Ti-Mo (66),
Tl-Go (67) and Zr-Mo (68) alloys#
C3C' found in Ti-Cu ( 6 9 ) plus many other systems.

been observed in a number of uranium alloy systems.

A

summary of the formation conditions for these metastable
transition phases and the orientation relationship when known
is presented in Table 22.
Comparison of Tables 21 and 22 shows that the transition
phases occurring during the BCC-+HCP and BCCOC-uranium
transformation are quite similar.

Inspection of Table 22

alone shows that the behavior of the U-Re system is not unlike
those of other highly

J-miscible uranium systems.

The

greatest similarity lies between U-Re and U-Mo alloys; the
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Table 22.

Hetastable transition phases and orientation
relationships during the BCC^orthorhombic (OC -TJ)
transformation

Relative
composition
Very low solute
concentration

Orientation
relationships*

Metastable
phase

<x'{ orthorhomb1c )

Low solute
concentration

tetragonal)

Low solute
concentration

0(^(orthorhombic)

Low solute
concentration

( orthorhombic)

% : aste
Similar orientation
to oc'b

Medium solute
concentration

OC^(monoclinic)

High solute
concentration

lf^(ordered tetragonal)

High solute
concentration

Ïl[ tetragonal c/a= 1)

<001>gQj U <001>gQQ
<100>bqj U <100>BQC

Remarks: All present in U-Mo system (53» 56).
All present in U-Re system (this investigation).
All except
in U-ITb system (70).
«'» OC',
in ti-tl system (33)
OC', <%'^ and possibly OC'ij in U-Zr system (71).

®The orientation relations are those presented by Hatt
and Roberts (52).
difference being the absence of the acicular oc* mlcrostructure
at low rhenium contents. The sequence of phase changes for
the two systems is in general the same.

The U-Nb system is

also quite similar except the p phase is not encountered.
Lattice parameters are available for the distorted oc
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structures in the U-Mo (53» 56), U-Nb (70) and TJ-Re systems.
These lattice parameters along with the Oc'^,-

and "Ay-1*

composition boundaries on water quenching are shown in Figure
58.

If one compares the lattice parameters for the three

systems, a correlation with size of the solute atom becomes
obvious.

As the solute size increased

the change in b

parameter decreased as would be expected on the basis of
substituting hard spheres for ellipsoidal uranium atoms.
Inspection of Figure 58 shows that the. oc^- OCy composi
tion boundary occurred at about b = 5*8l & for all three
systems.

This finding indicates the monoclinic Ot" phase

corresponds to a given lattice distortion and that elements
having a small atomic diameter favor the formation of the (Ky
phase.

Likewise, the oc'^-y® composition boundary bears a

similar relation for the three systems, i.e., at about b =
5.74

This indicates that a given distortion is required

to produce the double shear necessary for the generation of
the y® phase.
These size correlations are based on a limited number of
observations, but do correlate most of the known data.

They

possibly could permit one to predict the extent of metastable
phase regions on the basis of atomic size; the elements of
small size decreasing the extent of the domains.
^The Goldschmidt metallic radii (CN = 12) for Re, Mo and
Kb are 1.37, 1.40 and 1.47 a, respectively (4). The Pauling
metallic radii (GN = 12) for Re, Mo and Nb are 1.373» 1.386
and 1 . 4 5 6
respectively ( 4 ) «
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Figure 58. Variation of the oc' and <x" lattice parameters
for the U-Mo, U-Nb and U-Re systems
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SUMMARY

A study was made of the time-teraperature-composition
dependency of crystal structure and microstructure under nonequlllbrlum cooling conditions for uranium-rich alloys in the
uranium-rhenium system.
Sluggish solid-state reactions of the stable phases led
to nonequilibrium quantities of the equilibrium
and S phases.

, jf

The principal causes for nonequilibrium

quantities of stable phases were; (a) the slow rate of forma
tion of the peritectoidally formed
ease with which the

&(U2Re) phase; and (b) the

and y solid solutions were retained.

The growth rate of the S phase and the retention conditions
for the

and "ïf phases were studied.

The ^-•oc transformation was found to proceed via an
isothermal martensitic reaction or by a sluggish nucleation
and growth process.
The y phase under certain conditions was found to trans
form to
ture.

oc

without passing through the intermediate ^ struc

Accompanying this transformation was a number of

metastable transition states.

Two transition states were

modifications of the orthorhombic
were; (a) a supersaturated

Oc

Oc-uranium

structure.

They

structure showing a notable

contraction of the b parameter with slight expansions along
th'3 a and c axes, and (b) a supersaturated

oc

structure that

had distorted to a monoclinic cell in addition to the
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parameter changes noted above.
Two observed transition states were modifications of the
normal BCC g-uraniim structure. They were: (a) a tetragonal
ordered phase based on a block of 2 x 2 x 1 y cells having a
c/a < 0,5» and (b) a tetragonal disordered phase based on the
same cell but with a c/a = 0,5.

The other observed transition

state was an intermediate between the ordered tetragonal phase
and the stable & phase.
The compositional limits within which the stable and
metastable phases form, and the effect of cooling rate and
temperature on producing alternative structures were deter
mined. Prom this was deduced the sequence of phase changes.
A crystallographic and microstructural model was devel
oped to explain the observed crystal structures and microstructures and the effect of cooling rate and composition
thereon.
Finally, the relation between metastability in uranimirhenium alloys and other systems in which metastable states
are observed was discussed.
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